Chile Products & Southwestern Gifts

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Welcome

Hello and Welcome to the Chile Addict’s new catalog. We’ve been a small
Family-owned and operated business for over
23 years. Our Chile Addict Foods are rich in
Southwest taste and tradition. And we know
you will enjoy each and every one of them. This
catalog is full of Southwest goodies such as foods,
ceramics, chiles, ristras, clothing, and much,
much more, just about every chile item we could
find. When in Albuquerque, please stop by our
store, we love to meet our customers and have an
opportunity to show off the many items we
couldn’t get into the catalog. Also check out
our website for ordering 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week. When looking for gifts or something
special, please feel free to give us a call at
505-237-9070...we’ll be glad to help.

Enjoy and Thank You

Francesca Kay
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Prices subject to change without notice. Not responsible for printed errors and we reserve the right to
correct them. Products in gift baskets subject to manufacturer change. We will only replace with equal or
upgraded product. Due to our enormous inventory, only a portion of our items have been selected for our
catalog. If you are looking for a specific chile item and/or southwest gift and you don’t see it in our catalog,
please e-mail or call us. It’s probably sitting on one of our shelves. And don’t forget when in Albuquerque,
please visit our store. We’re looking forward to meeting you!

www.chileaddictstore.com
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Ristras

A long standing tradition in New Mexico, the ristra exemplifies our unique culture as nothing else can. Chile Addict ristras and wreaths are hand-tied
using domestic chiles grown in Hatch, New Mexico. All ristra and wreath prices include shipping. (Alaska and Hawaii, add $20.00)

Ristras

All ristras are shipped dry. We offer them natural so they can be used in cooking many excellent southwest dishes or,
if you prefer, they can be treated as a decoration, (these have been color enhanced and stabilized by spraying them
with a clear lacquer or enamel.) A card with the ristra story and a recipe for red chile sauce is included with each ristra. Heat level: 4-5. Available in lengths from 1-3 Ft; Natural or Treated.

1 Ft. Natural - $27.99
1 Ft. Treated - $31.99

2 Ft. Natural - $40.99 3 Ft. Natural - $53.99
2 Ft. Treated - $44.99 3 Ft. Treated - $58.99

Chile Pequin Ristras

All ristras are shipped dry. We offer them natural so they can be used in cooking many excellent southwest dishes or, if
you prefer, they can be treated as a decoration, (these have been color enhanced and stabilized by spraying them with
a clear lacquer or enamel.) A card with the ristra story and a recipe for red chile sauce is included with each ristra. Heat
level: 7-8. Available in 6" or 12" lengths; Natural or Treated.

6" Natural - $23.99
6" Sprayed - $25.99

12" Natural - $35.99
12" Sprayed - $37.99

Decorated Ristras

All decorated wreaths and ristras are decorated with gourds, pine cones, corn husk, dried flowers, yucca pods and
cotton boles. They are all color enhanced and stabilized to insure they will retain their beauty for years to come. (Decorations may vary slightly from photo.) Available in 1' or 2'. Price includes regular ground shipping!

1' Decorated Ristra - $40.99

2' Decorated Ristra - $59.99

Wreaths
Plain Wreaths

All wreaths are shipped dry. We offer them natural so they can be used in cooking many excellent southwest
dishes or, if you prefer, they can be treated as a decoration, (these have been color enhanced and stabilized by
spraying them with a clear lacquer or enamel.)A card with the ristra story and a recipe for red chile sauce is included with each ristra. 18" Natural or Treated.

18" Natural - $51.99

Decorated Wreath

18" Treated - $54.99

18" decorated and treated wreaths are shipped dry. (These have been color enhanced and stabilized by spraying
them with a clear lacquer or enamel.

18" Treated - $75.99

Chile Pequin Wreaths

All wreaths are shipped dry. We offer them natural so they can be used in cooking many excellent southwest
dishes or, if you prefer, they can be treated as a decoration, (these have been color enhanced and stabilized by
spraying them with a clear lacquer or enamel.) A card with the ristra story and a recipe for red chile sauce is
included with each ristra. Available in 8" or 11", Natural or Treated.

8" Natural - $37.99
8" Treated - $39.99

11" Natural - $47.99
11" Treated - $49.99

Chile Pequin Heart Wreaths

All wreaths are shipped dry. We offer them natural so they can be used in cooking many excellent southwest
dishes or, if you prefer, they can be treated as a decoration, (these have been color enhanced and stabilized by
spraying them with a clear lacquer or enamel.) A card with the ristra story and a recipe for red chile sauce is
included with each ristra. Available in 8" or 11", Natural or Treated.

11" Natural - $47.99

www.chileaddictstore.com

11" Treated - $49.99
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Frozen Green Chile

Our frozen green chile consists of open flame roasted, hand peeled and chopped green chile from Hatch, NM. It is packed in one pound tubs or two
pound blocks and sold in 10 pound increments. It is 100% natural with no added water or preservatives. Also available in whole.

Frozen Hatch green chile can be shipped year-round!

We ship 2nd day (Red Label), UPS to all 50 states(Alaska and Hawaii add $20.00), street address only. No P.O. Boxes,
please. Most deliveries are made after noon on the day following shipment. Please plan to have someone available
or make arrangements to receive the shipment on the day of delivery. We cannot be responsible for unreceived shipments that thaw and spoil. If you have any questions regarding delivery times in your area, please call your local UPS office.

Prices on Frozen Green Chile includes shipping, (Alaska and Hawaii, add $20.00).

Mild: (heat scale: 2-3), New Mex 6-4, Peeled & Chopped, 10 Lbs. - $79.99
5 each, packed in 2 pound blocks
10 each, packed in 1 pound tubs

Hot: (heat scale: 4-5), New Mex Sandia, Peeled & Chopped, 10 Lbs. - $79.99
5 each, packed in 2 pound blocks
10 each, packed in 1 pound tubs

Fresh Roasted and Frozen Whole Chiles, 10 Lbs. - $79.99

These hand picked Chiles are flame roasted, steamed, then packaged and quick frozen whole, with the
blackened roasted peels still intact. This process leaves the roasted taste on the Chiles and protects the meat of
the Chile from any freezer burn. Peels slide off easily once thawed out.

Mild, 10 each, packed in 1 pound bags
Medium, 10 each, packed in 1 pound bags
Hot, 10 each, packed in 1 pound bags
X-Hot, 10 each, packed in 1 pound bags

Other Chile Items
Chile Crop© Mixes (Contains No Sugar)

$5.99 each

Vegetarian Green Chile Stew (Medium Hot)
Just add water for Vegetarian Green Chile Stew, or add 8 oz. cooked beef, chicken, or pork.
Makes (4) 8 oz. servings.
Vegetarian Green Chile Enchilada Casserole (Medium Hot)
Add water, cook, add cheese — ready in 10 minutes. You can also add your own cooked
beef, chicken, or pork. Makes (4) 8 oz. servings.
Vegetarian Green Chile Posole (Medium Hot)
Complete! Add water and cook. Ready in 60 minutes. If desired, 8 oz. cooked beef, pork or
chicken may be added. (4) 8 oz. servings.
Green Chile Potato Soup (Medium Hot)
Complete. Add water and cook. Ready in 40 minutes. Makes (4) 8 oz. servings.
Green Chile Cornbread Mix (Medium Hot)
Add egg, oil, water and bake. Ready in 30 minutes. Makes 12 muffins.
Green Chile Biscuit Mix (Medium Hot)
Add water, oil and bake. Ready in 15 minutes. Makes 12 biscuits.
Green Chile Pasta Dinner (Medium Hot)
Complete. Add water and cook. Ready in 15 minutes. Makes (4) 8 oz. servings.
Green Chile Pizza Mix (Medium Hot)
Vegetarian. Makes (2) 12” Pizzas.

www.chileaddictstore.com
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Cannon’s Sweet Hots
Try these and you’ll be hooked!
9 oz. jars of Sweet Hot Green
Chile (Mild or Hot) with more
flavor than heat - $4.99.
And Sweet Hot Jalapeño
(Red or Green) - $5.99.

505-237-9070

NM Hatch Green Chile

20 lb. New Mexico Hatch Green Chile
Hand Selected, Picked Fresh & Shipped Same Day!

$69.99 including shipping

Shipping is done every Monday and Tuesday...call to reserve a ship date.
Delivered by UPS 3-day select shipping. Roasting instructions and recipes included.

Choose from 4 varieties:
New Mexico 6-4; Chiles with Mild Heat
New Mexico Big Jim; Thick & hearty chiles; Medium Heat
New Mexico Sandia; Long & slender; Hot
Barker’s Extra Hot Chiles

Available August-October Only!

New Mexico
Chile Pistachios

America’s favorite snack nuts are now grown
in New Mexico and are available in our
unique style, with chile of course. Shelled or
unshelled, salted,with red or green chile, in a
variety of packages.

Select Hatch Products

All products come with directions or recipes on the labels.

Green Chile - Whole or Chopped - Mild or Hot
Whole Green Chile - Mild, 4 oz. can, $1.59
Whole Green Chile - Mild, 26 oz. can, $5.99
Chopped Green Chile - Hot, 4 oz. can, $1.59
Chopped Green Chile - Hot, 27 oz. can, $5.99
Chopped Green Chile - Mild, 4 oz. can, $1.59
Chopped Green Chile - MIld, 27 oz. can, $5.99

Enchilada Sauce - Red or Green - Mild, Medium or Hot
Green Enchilada Sauce - 15 oz. can, $2.99
Red Enchilada Sauce - 15 oz. can, $2.99

Unshelled (natural in the shell):
Plain, Roasted, Salted, 16 oz.
(cellophane bag) - $8.99
Plain, Roasted, Salted, 16 oz.
(burlap bag) - $9.99
With Red Chile, 16 oz.
(cellophane bag) - $9.99
With Red Chile, 16 oz
(burlap bag) - $10.99
With Green Chile, 16 oz
(burlap bag) - $11.99

Green Chile Salsa - Medium
Medium, 11.5 oz. jar, $2.99

Nacho Sliced Red Jalapeños
7.75 oz. - $2.99

Green Chile Stew

Medium, with pork 15 oz. - $2.99

Huevos Rancheros

Original, 15 oz. - $2.99

Creamy Green Chile Cooking Sauce
16 oz. - $3.99

Shelled (out of the shell):
With Green Chile, 16 oz.,
(cellophane bag) - $12.99
With Green Chile, 16 oz.,
(burlap bag) - $13.99

www.chileaddictstore.com

Sadie’s Salsa - ‘Hot’ or ‘Not As Hot’
16 oz. - $4.99

Sadie’s Sauce - Red Chile, Green Chile, or Carne Adovada
Medium or Hot 16 oz. - $4.99
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Chile Addict Salsas
Home Style Salsa - (heat range: mild, medium, hot or X-hot)

Our old stand by. A tomato based salsa that is open flame roasted, rich,
thick and chunky and is chock full of all the things that make a superb
salsa. One taste and you’ll know why “Chile Addict”
is rapidly becoming a household name. 16 oz. jars.
(Mild) - $4.99
(Medium) - $4.99
(Hot) - $4.99
(X-Hot) - $4.99

Salsa Chipotle - (heat range: medium hot)

Chile Addict Chipotle salsa is based on the smoked Jalapeño with its
wonderful mesquite smoke flavor. With fresh garlic, onions, and roasted
tomatoes, this one is a favorite among many of the locals. 16 oz. jar.
$4.99

Green Chile Salsa - (heat range: medium or hot)

This all natural salsa is fat free and has no preservatives. Made from the
finest open flame roasted New Mexico green chile with just the right
touch of habañero for flavor and tang. This blended with onions, garlic,
and fresh cilantro gives you the most perfect blend of flavors that ever
garnished a taco or sat on top of a corn chip. 16 oz. jars.
(Medium) - $4.99
(Hot) - $4.99

Jalapeño Salsa - (heat range: medium hot)

The finest New Mexico grown Jalapeños are used to flavor this salsa.
All natural and fat-free of course. This salsa has no preservatives. 16 oz. jar.
$4.99

Santa Fe Sunset Salsa - (heat range: medium)

This salsa starts out with vine-ripened tomatoes and Hatch Green Chile.
Then we add country style black beans and whole kernel sweet corn.
Pineapple chunks, fresh onion and garlic top off the main ingredients.
As always, only all natural and fat free ingredients are used. 16 oz. jar.
$4.99

Green Chile and Fresh Garlic Salsa - (heat range: medium or hot)

Garlic lovers rejoice! Now a salsa with a true fresh garlic flavor. Made
with vine-ripened tomatoes and our famous open flame roasted Hatch
Green Chile and of course, fresh garlic. 100% natural. No preservatives.
No added sugar, salt fats, or oils. 16 oz jars.
(Medium) - $4.99
(Hot) - $4.99

Red Chile and Fresh Garlic Salsa - (heat range: medium or hot)

Like its counterpart above, this salsa is full of true fresh garlic flavor. This
time the Hatch Chile is vine-ripened, open flame roasted and hand peeled
before being chopped and added to the cooking pot. Still 100% natural with
no preservatives. No added sugar, salt, fats or oils. 16 oz. jars.
(Medium) - $4.99
(Hot) - $4.99

Habañero Salsa - (heat range: extra hot)

This salsa starts out with vine ripened tomatoes and New Mexico grown
Habañero Chile. Add the other standard salsa ingredients of onion, garlic, and cilantro with a few spices and voila! Instant winner!
As always, only all natural and fat free ingredients are used. 16 oz. jar.
$4.99

Fruit Salsas
Peach Salsa w/Green Chile - (heat range: medium hot)

Chile Sauces
Green Chile Sauce - (heat range: medium or hot)
All natural. This traditional style sauce is made from fresh, open
flame roasted New Mexico grown green chile. Use right from the
jar on green chile enchiladas or pour over chile relleno dishes.
No preservatives. 16 oz. jars.

(Medium) - $4.99
(Hot) - $4.99

Red Chile Sauce - (heat range: medium or hot)

All natural. Only vine ripened and sun dried open flame roasted
New Mexico red chiles are used to make our premium grade red
chile sauce. We included just the basic ingredients with minimal
spices so this sauce retains the true chile flavor. Use straight from
the jar or add your own secret ingredients for that real home
cooked flavor. No preservatives. 16 oz. jar.

(Medium) - $4.99
(Hot) - $4.99

Chile Addict’s Revenge - (heat range: EXTREMELY HOT)

Chile Addict’s answer to the questions; what is the hottest sauce I
can buy? With a Scoville rating in excess of 350,000, this hot sauce
is actually hotter than the worlds hottest peppers. We reach this
unbelievable plateau by adding pure capsaicin, which carries
a rating of half-a-million. Use with caution, one drop at a time.
Packed in beautiful cobalt blue bottle you’ll want to keep after
the sauce is gone. A “must have” for collectors.
All natural. No sugar or preservatives. 4 oz bottle.

$5.99

Thermonuclear Meltdown - (heat range: hot)

Chile Addict’s entry into the Habañero hot sauce race, and what an
entry it is. A four pepper hot sauce, it has Chipotle for that wonderful smoky flavor that Chipotle is so well known for. It also has New
Mexico red chile and red Jalapeño for sweetness and Habañero for
that unforgettable heat. It’s hot, but no unbearably so.
All natural. No added sugar, oils or preservatives. 8.6 oz. jar.

$4.99

Meltdown Green - (heat range: hot)

The green chile version of our Thermonuclear Meltdown. Meltdown Green has all the spice and kick of its sister hot sauce but
with a green chile flavor. Open flame roasted New Mexico green
chile and Jalapeño, in addition to the Habañero, round out the
list of chiles in this excellent sauce. All natural of course.
No added sugar, oils or preservatives. 8.6 oz. jar.

$4.99

Just Green Chile - (heat range: medium)

Just plain open flame roasted Hatch green chile, some whole,
some pieces, with no added flavorings, spices, MSG or anything
else to change the wonderful flavor of this product. We even
adjust pH with apple cider vinegar so no vinegar flavor is added.
Chile is naturally fat-free, and we add no preservatives. 16 oz. jar.

$4.99

2 Pepper & Honey - (heat range: hot)

Cayenne and Jalapeño are the peppers in this new hot sauce
from Chile Addict. And as the name implies, we also add some
honey and corn syrup. No processed sugar or preservatives.
All Natural. 5 oz. bottle.

$4.99

Chipotle & Honey - (heat range: hot)

A fruity salsa where the sweetest peaches available are blended
with chopped tomatoes and open flame roasted New Mexico Green Chile.
Fruit salsas are growing in popularity every day. Try one now! 16 oz. jar.
$4.99

Chipotle is added to Cayenne and Jalapeño to give this sweet
hot sauce a smoky flavor. And again, we add some honey and
corn syrup for sweetness. No processed sugar or preservatives.
All natural. 5 oz. bottle.

Another of our new fruit salsas, this one is based on the
tropical flavor of mango and pineapple. Red Jalapeño is added for both
heat and sweetness (and it adds a nice touch of color).
If you are a fruit salsa fan, you must try this one! 16 oz. jar.
$4.99
Papaya Peach Salsa w/Red Jalapeño - (heat range: medium hot)
The final offering in our new fruit salsa line, this one is based on papaya
and peach. Again, Red Jalapeño is added for both heat and sweetness
(and a nice touch of color). 16 oz. jar.
$4.99

Sweet & Hot Green Chile - (heat range: medium)

Mango Pineapple Salsa w/Red Jalapeño - (heat range: medium hot)

www.chileaddictstore.com
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$4.99

Enjoy this unique New Mexico Chile product straight out of the
jar, or put over cream cheese. This medium hot, open flameroasted chile, blended with passionate sweets, will tickle your
taste buds. All natural and fat-free. 12 ounce jar

$4.99

Chipotle BBQ Sauce - (heat range: medium)
Chipotle is a smoked Jalapeño with a wonderful mesquite flavor.
Adds tantalizing flavor to beef, pork, chicken & fish.12 oz. bottle

$4.99

505-237-9070

Dried Chile and Seeds
Whole Dried Chile Pods

New Mexico dried green chile is fresh roasted and peeled,
then sun dried. When boiled, it plumps back up to the “just
roasted and peeled condition.”
Red Chile Pods, New Mexico 6-4 (mild)
16 oz. - $5.99
Red Chile Pods, New Mexico Big Jim (medium)
16 oz. - $5.99
Red Chile Pods, New Mexico Sandia Hot (hot)
16 oz. - $5.99
Red Chile Pods, New Mexico Barker (extra hot),
16 oz. - $5.99
Dried New Mexico Green Chile (medium hot)
1 oz. - $3.99

Exotic Chiles

Chile
Descriptions
Ancho (AHN-cho) - Dried Poblano. Heat: 3-5.

The Ancho is the sweetest of the dried chiles.
It has a mild fruity flavor with tones of coffee, liquorice, tobacco, dried plum, and raisin, and a little woody. Indispensable
for making sauces and moles.

Cascabel (kas-kah-BELL) - Dried cherry chile. Heat: 4.

Thickly fleshed with a slightly acidic and tannic quality. The
rich flavors are a little smoky and woodsy with some tobacco
and nutty tones. Wonderful in sauces, salsas, soups and stews.
Seasons all. (AKA chile bola)

Chimayo (CHEE-MY-YO) - Dried chimayo. Heat: 4.

Amazon, Red, whole pods, 3/4 oz - $3.99
Ancho, whole pods, 2 oz. - $3.99
Cascabel, whole pods, 1 oz. - $3.99
Chipotle, whole pods, 2 oz. - $3.99
De Arbol, whole pods, 1 oz. - $2.99
Guajillo, whole pods, 2 oz. - $3.99
Habañero, whole pods, 1/2 oz. - $3.99
Habañero, whole pods smoked, 1/4 oz. - $4.99
Mulato, whole pods, 2 oz. - $3.99
Pasilla (Chile Negro), whole pods, 2 oz. - $3.99
Pulla, whole pods, 1 oz. - $3.99
Savina Habañero, Red, whole pods, 1/4 oz. - $4.99
Serrano, whole pods, 1 oz. - $3.99

A very flavorful chile. Normally used in ground or crushed
form. It is produced from pure, seeded, stemmed and roasted
chile pods with hearts removed, from the Chimayo Pueblo in
New Mexico. Makes a wonderful sauce, but can be used anywhere chile powder or crushed red chile is called for.

Chipotle (chee-POHT-lay) Smoked Jalapeño. Heat: 5-6.
Medium thick fleshed, smoky and sweet in flavor with tobacco
and chocolate tones. Has a subtle, deep, rounded heat. Widely
used in Southwest cooking especially in soups, salsas and
sauces. (AKA chile ahumado or chile meco)

de Arbol (ARE-BOL) - Dried chile arbol. Heat: 7-8.

Thinly fleshed; it has a tannic, smoky, grassy flavor with a searing, acidic heat on the tip of the tongue. Primarily used in powdered form to make sauces. Also used in soups and stews.

Guajillo (wah-HEE-oh) - Dried guajillo. Heat: 2-4.

Crushed Dried Chile (Chile Caribe)

Red NM Chile, Crushed (mild, medium, hot, extra hot)
6 oz. - $2.99 (Extra Hot - $3.99)
Green NM Chile, Crushed (mild, medium, hot, extra hot)
4 oz. - $3.99
Jalapeño, Green, Crushed (hot only)
4 oz. - $3.99
Chipotle, Crushed (hot only)
2 oz - $3.99

Ground Dried Chile (Chile Molido)

Red NM Chile Powder (mild, medium, hot or X-hot), 8 oz. - $2.99 (X-hot - $3.99)
Green NM Chile Powder (mild, medium, hot or X-hot), 4 oz. - $3.99
Ancho Chile Powder, Red (medium), 4 oz. - $3.99
Chimayo Chile Powder, Red (medium hot), 8 oz. - $4.99
Chipotle Chile Powder, Red (hot), 3 oz. - $4.99
Jalapeño Chile Powder, (hot), 4 oz. - $3.99
Pequin Chile Powder, 4 oz. - $4.99

Dried Chile in Spice Jars

Thinly fleshed and has a green tea and stemmy flavor with
berry tones. A little piney and tannic, with a sweet heat.
Commonly used in salsas, sauces, soups and stews.

Habañero (ah-bah-NARROW) - Dried habañero. Heat: 10.

The king of them all! This is the hottest of all chiles but under
its intense, fiery acidic heat is a very flavorful fruit. Very thin
fleshed with tropical fruit flavors of coconut and papaya with a
hint of berry. Used mainly in sauces and salsas, but can be used
sparingly in soups and stews.

Mulato (mu_LOT-toe) - Smoked poblano. Heat: 2-4.

A different variety of the poblano, than the one used for the ancho, is smoked to make the mulato. The flavor is much smokier
without the depth or lingering taste. While the predominant
tone is liquorice, there are hints of dried cherry, tobacco and
horehound. It is an essential ingredient in making the classic
mole sauce and can also be used in the preparation of soups,
stews, and other sauces.

Pequin (peh_KEEN)- Dried chile pequin. Heat: 8.

This domesticated form of the wild chile tepin is thinly fleshed.
It has a light, sweet, smoky flavor with citrus, corn and nutty
tones. The heat is deep, fiery and transient, slightly more
intense than the tepin. Used more for adding heat than flavor,
it is used in making salsas, soups, sauces, and spice vinegar.
(AKA chile pequeno)

Pasilla (pah-SEE-hay) - Dried chilaca. Heat: 3-5.

Habañero Chile Powder (XX Hot), 1 oz. - $5.99
Habañero Blend Powder (X Hot), 1 oz. - $5.99
Pasilla Chile Powder (Medium Hot), 1 oz. - $4.99
Pequin whole pods (Extra Hot), 1.3 oz. - $3.99
Red Amazon chile powder (Extra Hot), 1 oz. - $4.99
Tepin whole pods (Extra Hot), 3/4 oz. - $3.99

Thin fleshed, its taste is rich and smoky with a touch of chocolate. There are some berry, grape and herbaceous tones with
a hint of liquorice. Essential for mole sauces and excellent for
other sauces as well. Especially good as a seasoning for seafood
dishes. (AKA chile negro)

Pulla (PUH-yah) - Dried pulla. Heat: 6.

Chile Seeds

Thin fleshed; it has a light flavor containing sharp fruit and
cherry tones with a hint of liquorice. Has dry, dusty, intense
heat. An excellent seasoning for salsas and stews.

All Seed Varieties $2.00 Per Pack.

Not to be confused with the Morita, the dried Serrano has a
light fruit and citrus flavor containing an intense heat.
Primarily used for salsa and sauces. (AKA chile seco)

Chile Addict seeds are hybrid and produced in a controlled environment to insure consistency of verity.
Planting and growing instructions are included on each package.
Seeds are packed in envelopes and are available in New Medico and exotic varieties.

Red Amazon - Dried tabasco. Heat: 8-9.

Nu Mex 6-4, (mild, 2-3), 6" - 9", heavy pods perfect for chile rellenos
Nu Mex Big Jim, (medium, 3-4), 7" - 12", heavy pods excellent for chile rellenos
Nu Mex Sandia, (hot, 4-5), 6" - 8", medium pods. Best all around chile
Nu Mex Barker, (X Hot, 6-7), 4" - 6", thin skinned, for hot salsas and sauces.

Thin fleshed with a sharp, biting heat, with some stemminess
and hints of celery and green onion. Used in many hot sauces.

Tepin (teh-PEEN) - Dried tepin. Heat: 8.

The small, berry like chile is the wild form of the chile pequin.
Very thinly fleshed, it has a dry, dusty flavor and a searing,
transient heat. Very good in salsas, soups, stews and flavored
vinegar and oils.

All above varieties were developed at the New Mexico State University Agriculture Center in Las Cruces, New Mexico
for the chile growers of Hatch and other areas of NM.

Variety Chile Seed Pack, contains three types of chile seed: Anaheim, Jalapeño, Tepin
Habañero, (XXX Hot, 10), 1-1/2", think skin, for hot sauces and salsas. ($4.99)

www.chileaddictstore.com

Serrano (sir-RON-no) - Dried Serrano. Heat: 7-8.
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Seasonings & Mixes Jellies,Jams,& Sweets
Chile Jams (heat range: mild to medium)

Sopaipilla and Indian Fry Bread Mix

Mexican or Indian fried bread. Eat with your meal to compliment it.
Spread with beans, garnish with lettuce, tomato and onion and top
with salsa to make an Indian taco. Can also be eaten with honey for
desert. 12 oz. package. Recipes included. $3.99

All natural. These home style jams would be the envy of any
southwest homemaker. Uniquely New Mexican, use as glaze on
meat or poultry dishes or as a spread for toast or bagels. Blend
with cream cheese for a delightful dip. 10 oz. jars.
Green Chile - $3.99
Green Chile with Pineapple - $3.99
Red Chile - $3.99
Red Chile with Strawberry - $3.99
Jalapeño - $3.99
Jalapeño with Apple - $3.99
Habañero with Peach - $3.99
Prickly Pear Cactus with Green Chile - $4.99

Blue Corn Bread w/ Pinon and Green Chile
Corn bread. Eat with your meal to compliment it or serve with Chile
Addict Green Chile Stew or Chile Addict flavored jams . 12 oz. package. Recipes included. $5.99

White Flour Tortilla Mix

Tortillas are a very popular bread form in the southwestern USA and
Mexico. The tortilla dough is rolled into a thin sheet and rolled on the
grill top until it bubbles and browns. It is then flipped and grilled on
the other side. Spread a strip down the center with beans or a meat
mixture, garnish with lettuce, tomato and onion. Then roll the tortilla
around the strip of spread and garnish to make a burrito. Can also be
eaten as is with your meal to complement it.
12 oz. package. Recipes included. $3.99

Chile Honey (heat range: mild to medium)

It had to happen. A partnership between Chile Addict and the
bees of the Hatch Valley in south-central New Mexico. According to our sources, the bees agree to produce the finest golden
honey and the fine folks at Chile Addict will blend it into the most
unforgettable spread imaginable. And you, my fellow chile loving
friends, shall reap the rewards. 12 oz. jar. $4.99

Blue Corn Meal

Truly a southwest original. The ancient people of the New Mexican
desert were familiar with corns of many colors but one variety had flavor and the power to satisfy their bodies with nutrition that surpassed
all the rest. Luckily, we of the modern southwest, have rediscovered
this superb grain with the deep blue-purple color. Its rich flavor has a
subtle overtone of roasted nuts and a very satisfying body. Blue corn in
any form is always best under the Chile Addict label. Includes recipe
for frying pan bread. 12 oz. package. $3.99

Bite-Size Bakery© Cookies

Piñon Nut Chocolate Chip Cookies. Pinon trees dot the wide
open landscape throughout New Mexico. The pine nut is extracted from the pine cone on the tree and during the fall it is
not unusual to see families or groups of friends stopped along
the highways collecting nuts from the small trees. The pine nut
enhances the chocolate chip cookie. You will enjoy the subtle
aftertaste. 6.5 oz, $5.99
Lemon Verde Pistachio Cookies. Native to the Middle East,
the pistachio tree originally grew as a bush. Alamogordo, in
the southern part of New Mexico, is one of the few regions in
the United States with the long hot arid summers necessary to
produce this sweet nut. We think the delicious nut combined with
the freshness of lemon is a flavor you will find delightful and well
worth the experience. 6.5 oz, $5.99
Anise Seed Bizcochitos Cookies. This light crunchy cookie was
designated the Official State Cookie of New Mexico because of
its long cultural heritage here, plus its timeless popularity in the
Southwest. We toss this anise treat in cinnamon and sugar while
it’s still warm from the oven. If you have tried them before, you
will know that the flavor grows on you as the spices tantalize your
taste buds. 6.5 oz, $5.99
Cheddar Cheese Green Chile Crackers. This savory cheese bite
will come on mild and leave you with the wonderful aftertaste of
the Poblano green chile. We add lots of cheddar cheese and other
goodies. While this is not a cookie, you may enjoy eating a few of
these little cheese balls as a snack. If you like a crunchy snack, pop
them in the oven for a few minutes before serving. 6 oz, $5.99
Fiesta Wedding Cookies. This pecan-based tea cookie is a
crunchy nugget tossed in powdered sugar. It is traditionally
served at holiday occasions and special celebrations in many cultures. Many people tell us that these remind them of the ones their
grandmother and mother made for family gatherings. We hope
you will experience this tradition from our kitchen to yours. But
you don’t have to wait for a special occasion. 7 oz, $5.99
Córdoba Coffee Cookies. Let these little bites compliment your
favorite blend of coffee. The crunchy, nutty flavor will only
enhance your enjoyment. If you prefer, crunch these bite-size
delights over your ice cream and experience the flavors your taste
buds enjoy. 6 oz. $5.99

Red or Green Chile Cornbread Mix

A southwest favorite, our all natural cornbread mix uses cornmeal,
unbleached flour, dehydrated buttermilk, red and green chile powder,
baking powder and spices to make a naturally sweet, golden cornbread.
Compliments any bean or meat dish in true New Mexico fashion.
9 oz. package. $4.99

Chunky Garlic Salsa Mix

A superb salsa with a garlic flair in a dry mix form. Just add to one
14-16 oz. can diced or crushed tomatoes. Makes about 18 oz.
2 oz. package. Recipes included. $2.99

Salsa Chipotle Mix

Our fabulous Salsa Chipotle now in a dry mix form. Just add to one
14-16 oz. can diced or crushed tomatoes. Makes about 18 oz.
2 oz. package. Recipes included. $2.99

Green Chile Salsa Mix

Green Chile salsa at its simplest, in a dry mix form. Just add to one
14-16 oz. can diced or crushed tomatoes. Makes about 18 oz.
2 oz. package. Recipes included. $3.99

Green Chile Stew Mix

Just add water and your choice of meats. Makes six 16 oz. servings.
Has instructions for vegetarian stew also. 8.75 oz. package. Recipes
included. $4.99

Posole

The primary ingredient of a Mexican stew by the same name. Posole
is Mexican for “hominy” and is generally available in several different
forms. Dried is one of the more common and certainly the easiest to
store. The stew itself, is a favorite both north and south of the border
and definitely should be tried by all who enjoy the southwest cuisine.
Recipe included. 12 oz. bags. (White) - $2.99, (Blue) - $3.25

Chicos

Whole, sweet white corn, baked in earthen horno (adobe) ovens until
dry. Comes with Chile Chicos Stew recipe on back. 6 oz. $4.99
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NM Piñon Coffee Company
High Desert Herbal Tea

High Desert Sun Teas

Blended from the finest Ceylon Estate Black tea or Green
Tea and packaged in a one ounce filter bag to brew a traditional New Mexico Sun Tea. Instructions in every tin.
Choose from Prickly Pear, Peach, Mango, Raspberry, Passion
Fruit and Black Currant. Packed in beautiful reusable tin box.
$5.99 per tin.

The herbs selected are indigenous to New Mexico and have been used
by natives for years as remedies, beverages, and to ward off unwanted
spirits and bring good luck. These teas are blended, flavored, and
packed by hand. We imply no claims regarding luck, but do guarantee
a great tasting tea. $6.99 per decorative, reusable tin.
Chimayo Sunset - A blend of cranberry and apple.
Piñon Peach - Blended New Mexico Dry Roasted Piñon and Peach
Mesa Berries - Just about every berry on the face of the planet.
Angel Tea - A truly fine blend of strawberry and lemon.

High Desert Piñon Cocoa

The hottest selling Cocoa in the Southwest. Noted American Wildlife
Authority Euell Gibbons called the Piñon Nut “the most palatable of all
the wild foods.” Roasted fresh Piñon Nut and four different chocolates
gives this Cocoa a truly distinctive flavor. Piñon Cocoa comes in a 6 oz.
gift tin. Choose from Traditional, Raspberry, Pecan, Cappuccino, Mexican
Spiced Chocolate, or Mesa Mint. $5.99 per tin.

Chocolate Chile Nuts

We carefully select the finest nuts then cover them with the richest milk
chocolate to produce our gourmet candies. Try our new chocolate chile
pecans and almonds. They’re made with pure New Mexico Red Chile
and covered with rich creamy chocolate. (8 oz. bag) $6.99 Each.
Sugar Free Chocolate Pecans, $7.99 each

Piñon Coffee Jelly

Piñon Coffee
Crunch Bars

Available in Milk, Dark,
& Piñon Chile

3 for $5.99

All natural. Uniquely flavored with New Mexico Piñon Coffee. This jelly can
be used on meat, poultry dishes, or as a spread. Blend with cream cheese for
a delightful dip. 8 oz. jar - $4.99 each

Piñon Coffee Espresso Barbecue Sauce
This award winning flavor that’s sweeping through the barbecue industry. A
unique blend of Piñon espresso coffee with a hint of chipotle peppers. 14 oz.
bottle - $5.99 each

Java Jolt

Our chocolate covered Espresso Beans are panned by hand in New Mexico.
Inside each crunchy morsel resides one perfectly roasted coffee bean. 1 oz.
tubes. Available in Milk, Dark, and White Chocolate.
3 for $5.99

New Mexico Piñon Coffee

Available in Regular or Decaf, Whole Bean or Ground.
Available in the following sizes:

1.5 oz. “Pot of Piñon” - $2.25
8 oz. Red Gift Bag - $7.99; Decaf - $8.99
5 lb. Bulk - $47.99; Decaf - $52.99

Choose from Traditional Piñon Coffee or one of these flavored blends: Almond, Amaretto,
Bavarian Strudel, Caramel Cream, Chocolate, Chocolate Almond, Chocolate Cherry, Chocolate Cinnamon Swirl, Chocolate Coffee Cake, Chocolate Macadamia Nut, Chocolate Marshmallow, Chocolate Mint, Chocolate Pecan, Chocolate Raspberry, Cinnamon, Coffee Cake,
Cognac, French Vanilla Almond, Hazelnut, Hot Cross Buns, Irish Cream, Pecan Raspberry,
Tiramisu, Vanilla, Vanilla Butter Cream, or Vanilla Nut.
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Gift Baskets

Custom Gift Baskets Available! Choose any of our items + $15 packaging fee and we’ll ship it for you! (Shipping Not Included)

“Chile Addict” Gift Basket

New Mexico Piñon Coffee and Chile Addict products in a cellophane-wrapped basket; boxed for
shipping. Includes (1) 8 oz. New Mexico Piñon Coffee, (3) 1-Pot red-foil packs of various flavored
pinon coffees, (2) Piñon Coffee Crunch candy bars (one with chile; one without), (1) Java Jolt
Chocolate covered espresso beans, (1) Chile Addict home style salsa, (1) “Chile Addict” coffee mug,
and (1) “Chile Addict” refrigerator magnet.

$49.99

“Someone in New Mexico Loves Me” Gift Basket

New Mexico Piñon Coffee and Chile Addict products in a cellophane-wrapped basket;
boxed for shipping. Includes (1) 8 oz. New Mexico Piñon Coffee, (3) 1-Pot red-foil packs
of various flavored piñon coffees, (2) Piñon Coffee Crunch candy bars (one with chile; one
without), (1) Java Jolt Chocolate covered espresso beans, (1) Chile Addict home style salsa,
(1) “Someone in New Mexico Loves Me” coffee mug, and (1) “Someone in New Mexico
Loves Me” refrigerator magnet.

$49.99

“Chile Lovers” Gift Basket

New Mexico Piñon Coffee and Chile Addict products in a cellophane-wrapped basket; boxed for
shipping. Includes: (1) Chile Addict Home Style Salsa, (1) 8 oz. NM Piñon Coffee, (1) Biscochito
Biscotti, (1) 2 oz. Shelled Piñon, (1) Chile Addict Green Chile Jam, (1) Chile Addict Green Chile
Stew, (1) 8 oz. Chile Addict Green Chile Pistachios, and (1) Desert Garden Green Chile Cornbread

$49.99

Chile Addict Salsa 6-Pack

Chile Addict salsas in a cellophane-wrapped basket; boxed for shipping. Includes: (1) Home Style Salsa
(medium), (1) Green Chile Salsa (medium), (1) Peach Salsa with Green Chile, (1) Habañero Salsa (hot),
(1) Salsa Chipotle (hot), Red Chile & Fresh Garlic Salsa (hot)

$41.99

Gift Boxes
Chile Addict Salsa 3-Pack

Includes Home Style Salsa (medium),
Green Salsa (medium), and Green Chile &
Fresh Garlic Salsa $21.99

Chile Addict Hot Sauce 3-Pack
Includes Thermonuclear Meltdown 4Pepper, Melddown Green, and Honey &
Chipotle $21.99

Chile Addict Chile Jam 3-Pack
Includes Green Chile Jam, Red Chile Jam,
and Jalapeño jam. $18.99

Chile Addict Fruit Jam 3-Pack
Includes Green Chile with Pineapple Jam,
Red Chile with Strawberry Jam, and
Habañero with Peach jam. $18.99
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2 Salsas & Bowl Gift Box

Includes Home Style Salsa (medium), Green
Salsa (medium), and Green Chile. Bowl style
may vary. $23.99
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Gift Boxes
Santa Fe Dinner Box

This box comes with all you need to feel like you’re watching the sun set
over majestic Santa Fe. Start with New Mexico’s own Green Chile Stew to
waken up your taste buds, season up your main dish with New Mexico’s
own Red and Green Chile Powder, serve with a side dish of Posole and a
basket of fresh hot New Mexico’s Own Sopaipillas, topped with Chile
Honey, and 8oz of our award winning Piñon Coffee. Also one of New
Mexico’s Favorite Cookbooks, featuring famous and authentic New Mexico
recipes. Presented in our attractive red bean box, including a gold-rimmed
gift label with your own words printed on a gift card.
$51.99

Adobe Morning Gift Box

A great selection of goodies, good anytime of the day.
We start our day with a 12 oz. bag of Adobe Morning Coffee from our
New Mexico Favorites line. A 2 oz. tin of Piñon Peach Herbal Tea & Tea
infuser spoon. A 6 oz. tin of our mouthwatering Piñon Cocoa. Cooked up
fresh and hot out of the oven Bizcochito Breakfast Bread and dunk an 8pack of our own Piñon Biscochito Biscotti into one of the two flavored Pot
Of Piñon Coffees. $44.99

New Mexico Snack Box

Great for the office or for friends, this Snack box comes with an
8 oz. bag of our Piñon Coffee to drink while munching on New Mexico’s
Bizcochito Cookies and Chile Pistachios. Dip your Blue Corn Chips into
our very own Chile Addict Salsa, and also snack on a 2 oz. bag of our
special Piñon nuts, and two Piñon Biscochito Biscotti, a 1 oz. tube of our
Java Jolt Chocolate Covered Espresso Beans and finish off with our very
own unique Piñon Coffee Crunch Bar. Gold-rimmed gift label with your
words printed on a gift card. $43.99

Breakfast Box

Six

Enjoy a full 8 oz. bag of our very
special Piñon Coffee, one tin of our
hand-crafted Herbal Tea, one mouth
watering Piñon Biscochito Biscotti,
one delicious New Mexico Traditional Breakfast Bizcochito Bread,
and topped off with Chile Addict’s
award winning Chile Jam. Presented Coffee, Cocoa &
in our red bean box including gold- Gift Mug Box
rimmed gift label, complete with
Brew up a delicious Pot
your own unique printed message
of Piñon coffee from
on a gift card.
$35.99
your large 12 oz. bag or
a hot steaming cup
one-pot Flavored Samplers
of Piñon Cocoa from
of our Piñon Coffee
the 6 oz. tin, and pour
Biscochito, Mexican Spice,
them into your very
Piñon Fudge, Regular Piñon,
own “Someone In New
Apple Empanada, Pecan
Mexico Loves Me”
Regular or Decaf - $12.99
mug. Presented in our
red bean box, includ“Pot of Piñon” Gift Sack
ing gold-rimmed label
with your own words
3 Pots of Piñon Coffee &
printed on the gift card.
1 Piñon Coffee Crunch Bar
$24.99

Regular or Decaf $10.99
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Coffee, Cocoa, & Tea Gift Box $18.99
Contains 3 decorative tins. One - 6 oz.
Piñon Coffee, One - 6 oz. Piñon Cocoa, and
One - 2 oz. Loose Herbal Piñon Peach Tea.

Sun Tea Gift Box $18.99

Contains 3 decorative 2 oz. tins of our delicious teas: Prickly Pear, Raspberry, and
Mango.

Cocoa Gift Box $18.99

Contains 3 decorative 6 oz. tins of our delicious flavored cocoas: Mint, Cappuccino, and
Raspberry.

Herbal Tea Gift Box $21.99

Contains 3 decorative 2 oz. tins of our herbal
tea: Chimayo Sunset, Piñon Peach, and Mesa
Berry.

505-237-9070

Chile T-Shirts & Apparel
Chile Shorts

“Body By Chile” T-Shirt

Our T-shirt designs are applied on new, first quality American made garments (50/50 blend). Design colors may vary
slightly from illustrations.”Body By Chile” four color design
on White only. Available in Adult Sizes S, M, L, XL ($15.99)

Available in two designs:
Chiles or Salsa Bottles. Sizes
Large and X-Large only.
$17.99 pair.

“Chile Addict” T-Shirt

Our T-shirt designs are applied on new, first quality American
made garments (50/50 blend). Design colors may vary slightly
from illustrations.”Chile Addict” four color design on White only.
Available in Adult Sizes ($15.99) S, M, L, XL. Youth Sizes ($10.99)
2-4, 6-8, 10-12, 14-16.

Chile Hat

One Adult size only.
$14.99.

“Someone In NM Loves Me” T-Shirt

Chile T-Shirt

Our T-shirt designs are applied on new, first quality American
made garments (50/50 blend). Design colors may vary slightly
from illustrations. ”Someone in New Mexico Loves Me” four
color design on White only. Available in Adult Sizes ($15.99)
S, M, L, XL. Youth Sizes ($10.99) 2-4, 6-8, 10-12, 14-16.

100% Cotton; Available
in Large and X-Large
Only. $18.99 each.

“Woah! Too Hot..” T-Shirt

Roll Up T-Shirt

Our T-shirt designs are applied on new, first quality American
made garments (50/50 blend). Design colors may vary slightly
from illustrations.”Woah! Too Hot..” Four color design on
White only. Available in Adult Sizes S, M, L, XL ($15.99)

Chile Neckties

Available in Large and
X-Large Only. $23.99 each.

Pictured From Left:
Cotton; Black Background with Red Chiles, $17.99
Cotton; Black Background with Salsa & Hot Sauce Bottles, $17.99

Chile Socks

One size fits all. - $10.99.

Napkin
Rings
Packages of 4

Chile Suspenders
One size fits all. - $16.99

Chile Wind Sock
30”X 12” - $21.99

Kokopelli
Metal, Rustic Gold
2 1/2” X 2 3/4”
$16.99 per package

“Someone In
NM Loves Me”
Mug

Chile Peppers
Hand Painted Wood
2 1/4” diameter
$14.99 per package

Sedona

Hand Painted Wood
2 1/4” diameter
$14.99 per package

Five Alarm
Tabasco®

$4.99

Terry Towel - $7.99
Potholder - $4.99
Oven Mitt - $7.99
Apron - $22.99

“Chile Addict”
Mug

$4.99
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Hot Serape

Quilted Placemat - $6.99
Napkin - $5.99
Terry Towel - $7.99
Potholder - $4.99
Pocket Mitt - $6.99
Oven Mitt - $7.99
Pantry Towel - $6.99
Professional Apron - $22.99

Jalapeño

Quilted Placemat - $6.99
Napkin - $5.99
Laminated Placemat - $6.99
Terry Towel - $7.99
Potholder - $4.99
Pocket Mitt - $6.99
Oven Mitt - $7.99
Pantry Towel - $6.99
Professional Apron - $22.99

Chile Caliente

Quilted Placemat - $6.99
Napkin - $5.99
Laminated Placemat - $6.99
Terry Towel - $7.99
Potholder - $4.99
Pocket Mitt - $6.99
Oven Mitt - $7.99
Pantry Towel - $6.99
Professional Apron - $22.99
Tote Bag - $17.99

Canyon Dance

Reversable Placemat - $7.99
Napkin - $5.99
Terry Towel - $7.99
Potholder - $4.99
Pocket Mitt - $6.99
Oven Mitt - $7.99
Pantry Towel - $6.99
Professional Apron - $22.99

Sedona

Quilted Placemat - $6.99
Napkin - $5.99
Terry Towel - $7.99
Potholder - $4.99

Placemat - $6.99
Terry Towel - $7.99
Potholder - $4.99
Oven Mitt - $6.99

Border Towel - $7.99
Oven Mitt - $7.99
Pantry Towel - $6.99
Professional Apron - $22.99

Hot Stuff
Pantry Towel - $6.99
Professional Apron - $22.99
Tote Bag - $17.99
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Hot Sauces
Blazing BlowJob
Only the toughest contenders can withstand getting burnt by a bottle of
blazing blowjob. Suck on this scorcher for a true tongue torcher. Contains
Red Jalapeño puree, onion, garlic, salt, vinegar & spices. 5 fl. oz., $6.99

911 Hot Sauce
Jamaica’s world-renowned yellow Scotch Bonnet Peppers are slow
cooked using an old Caribbean recipe to guarantee maximum heat
and flavor for every type of food. From salsas to pizzas, from Creole to stir-fry, for every burger, sandwich, soup and sauce, 911 Hot
Sauce delivers a unique taste sensation — every time! Made with
Jamaican Scotch Bonnet Peppers, vinegar, bell peppers, prepared
mustard, onions, mango puree, lime juice, salt, spices, black pepper, & canola oil. 5 fl. oz., $5.50

Burning Bush
Not many can handle blazing their lips on a bottle of Burning Bush.
This toe curling concotion will blister your tongue, and you’ll discover a heat that is second to none. Made from Habañero peppers, onion,
garlic, vinegar & spices. 5 fl. oz., $6.99

Acid Rain
If you’re one of the folks who just like their food HOT!, this
sauce was made especially for you. Unlike some hot sauces, Acid
Rain is loaded with flavor. It is not only a blending of some of
the hottest peppers in the galaxy, but some of the most flavorful ingredients, as well. You are just going to love it! Made with
habañero, piquin, ring of fire, peri-peri-tepin and Jalapeño peppers. 4.4 fl. oz., $6.99

Butt Twister
This scorcher will blow you away! Not only your taste buds will
sizzle! Get the heat you need to make your day - butt kicking flavor,
too! Great for pizza, pasta, wings, beans, chili, BBQ and what not.
Try this one, and you’ll never want to miss it! Made with Habañero
peppers and other hot peppers, apple cider vinegar, salt, cane sugar.
All natural. 5 fl. oz., $5.99

Anal Agony Hot Sauce
Can your colon even comprehend the agonizing heat that is Anal
Agony? It’s more than enough to blow the toughest o-ring right
into the bowl! Made from Jalapeño Peppers, onion puree, pepper
extract, garlic, salt & spices. 5 fl. oz., $6.99

CaBoom! Heart’s Afire Gourmet Sauce
A very hot sauce with a pure and fresh taste of habañero and a
little vinegar. It has a very good heat level and gives full credit
to the fruity flavour of the habañero peppers. There is only a
hint of garlic and only enough vinegar to add freshness. The fire
of Habañero chiles, and the beauty of fine German glass come
together in these Award-Winning gift bottles. Each is a limited
production, and will surely please even the most discriminate
collector. Their beauty is enhanced by an all-natural, preservative-free, CaJohns premium Habañero hot sauce. An exquisite
elixir made with Red Habañero chiles, onions, vinegar, salt &
garlic. 100 ml. $10.99
Capital Punishment
Unlike the death sentence, Capital Punishment is not terminal, (though
you may think it is!) This four pepper hot sauce is very flavorful and
HOT. Being in the extra hot range, it can be used without fear of
overpowering the flavor of the dish it’s put in.Made with Habañero
peppers, chili peppers, tomato paste, vinegar, onions, salt, natural herbs
& spices. 5 fl. oz., $5.99

Ass In Hell
Caution: This sauce is extremely hotter than anything we have
ever made. Its brutal pure numbing heat is going to burn on the
way in & out... if you know what we mean! It’s a moving experience. Made with Cayenne pepper, Oleoresin Cayenne, water, salt,
starch, and caramel color. 5 fl. oz., $6.99
Ass In The Tub
This pepper sauce is seriously hot. In fact, this is about as hot as hot
gets. It might sound like we’re bragging, but really we’re just giving
you advance notice that it’s going to burn on the way in and... well,
you get the picture. It’s a moving experience. Made with Cayenne
peppers, salt, Oleoresin Cayenne, starch, and caramel color.
5 fl. oz., $4.99

Chile Addict Honey & Chipotle
New Mexico’s finest chile products from The Chile Addict. 100% natural
hot sauce made from Chipotle, Cayenne and Jalapeño peppers, corn
syrup, honey, apple cider vinegar. No added sugar, preservatives, or oils.
Fat Free! 5 fl. oz., $4.99

Blackburn’s Sourpuss
Just like Cranny’s, you face will pucker up and turn red with this
delightful cranberry hot sauce. There is no finer condiment for hot
food lovers to put on turkey and roast chicken. It’s sensational on
sandwiches, magnificent with wild game, great at Thanksgiving
and year round, too. Made with cranberries, honey, chile peppers,
orange rind, salt and spices. 5 fl. oz., $4.99

Chile Addict Thermonuclear Meltdown
A all natural, 4 Pepper hot sauce made from Chipotle, New Mexico
Red, Red Jalapeño, and Red Habañero chiles, apple cider vinegar,
garlic, cumin, and a trace of salt. No added sugar, preservatives.
No oils or fats. 8.6 fl. oz., $4.99

Blair’s Original Death Sauce
Made with red ripe Habañeros, fiery Cayenne chilies, Sticky
Chipotle, key lime , smashed Garlic - That’s It...Unreal...So Many
Good Uses, Excellent on All Shellfish, Wings of course, and
Awesome Bloody Marys. 5 fl. oz., $6.99

Chile Addict’s Revenge
The Chile Addict is fed up! He’s had enough! He’s searched the
entire country for a XXX hot sauce that tastes good, and found
nothing. And what’s worse, New Mexico, the state that is supposed to be the chile capitol of the world, doesn’t even produce a
XXX hot sauce. So chile lovers rejoice! Chile Addict’s Revenge
is sweet revenge and long awaited. It has the smoky flavor of
Chipotle (mesquite smoked Jalapeño) and New Mexico red chile.
Habañero and red Jalapeño round out the list of peppers. We then
made it HOTTER than the Habañero by adding pure capsaicin
extract. Packed in a beautiful, cobalt blue bottle that you’ll want
to keep after the sauce is gone. WARNING: Use one drop at a
time. It has an attitude.. and a bone to pick! 4 fl. oz., $5.99

Blair’s Sudden Death Sauce
Get you affairs in order before you try this potent mix of red
habañero pods, cayenne peppers, pepper resin & Siberian ginseng.
One good lick and “Spirit World Here I Come!” And, lucky you
- Blair’s Death Sauces all come with a fantabulous SKULL KEY
CHAIN! Blair also threw in some white vinegar, soybean oil, clover
honey and key lime juice. Free of preservatives and completely natural. 5 fl. oz., $10.99
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Cock Sucker
Whoa! That Cocksucker is hot! Slap some of it on just about
anything and get those lips a burnin’. Made from Serrano Peppers,
onion, garlic, vinegar & spices. 5 fl. oz., $6.99
Coyote Cocina Howlin’ Hot Sauce
Only the finest fresh vegetables and spices are used to create this fine
hot sauce including Scotch Bonnet peppers, vinegar, onion, garlic,
spices, salt, and water. The Scotch Bonnet pepper is closely related
to the habañero and the Jamaican hot. Very hot; fruity and smoky
flavor.Add to meat, poultry, fish, or anything else that needs a KICK!
5 fl. oz., 5.99
Coyote Cocina Prankster’s Red
Contains New Mexico Red Chile, Chipotle Chile, and Chiltepin
Chile, garlic, onions, red wine vinegar, sea salt, spices, and water.
Chiltepin is the ripe form of wild chile. It is thin fleshed, 1/4 inch
in diameter, and its fiery heat tends to dissipate quickly. Pour over
tacos; add to soups, stews and other dishes for traditional Mexican
flavor. 5 fl. oz., $6.99

Fat Girls In Heat
Taste the treat of Fat Girls in Heat, the hottest sauce to smother your
meat... or anything else, for that matter. Some won’t be strong enough
to take the heat... are you? Made with Habañero peppers, onion,
garlic, vinegar & spices. 5 fl. oz., $6.99
Freedom Sauce
Made with red cayenne pepper, this patriotic sauce waves the flag of
great taste. 5 fl. oz. $4.50

Crazy Jerry’s Brain Damage
They call the dude on the label the “Bones Man”. He’s a hard ridin’
biker buddy, who’s always thought of himself as a bad Motor Scooter,
until he tried Brain Damage! Now, this hot sauce ain’t for wimps or
people just eat up with I.Q. It’s for people line Bones... people with
an adventurous soul looking for cheap thrills. The kind of folks who
get their kicks spittin’ into the wind or arm rasslin’ with big women.
Like “Bones Man” says every time he eats Brain Damage = “Thank
gawd the only time I need my brains is when I ride!” Contain Mandarin oranges, honey, mango fruit, Habañero peppers, vinegar, garlic,
Chipotle peppers, sugar, and spices. 5 fl. oz., $7.99

Galena’mite Blasting Sauce
All the flavor with all the heat! Not for crybabies, wimps or chile
fearing mortals. Open, enjoy, sweat! A secret blend of 20 hot
peppers from Habañero to Jalapeño, vinegar, salt, garlic & chef’s
spices. 100% natural. 4 fl. oz., $8.99
Gib’s Nuclear Hell
Jalapeños provide a lingering heat in this “thick as paste” sauce. It’s
the basting sauce for Gib’s Smoke House and Grill where meats are
basted and smoked for hours in the big smoker out back. Made from
tomato paste, vinegar, Jalapeño peppers, corn syrup, salt, spices, and
natural flavorings. 7 fl. oz., $6.99
Great White Shark Predator Hot Sauce
Use as a food supplement only! ONE DROP at a time! This sauce is
too hot for “normal” landlubbers. It will attack you with no warning
and take a big bit out of your ass! Made with ripe Habañero peppers,
pepper extract, tomato, mustard, pineapple, papaya, banana, water,
sugar, and real fruit juices. 5 fl. oz., $6.99

Crazy Jerry’s Mustard Gas
This sauce is very hot.. may cause perspiration, hot flashes, and
other effects. May cause nose hairs to combust! Contains mustard,
vinegar, water, garlic powder, onion powder, mustard oil, pepper
extract, salt, and sugar. Unique aluminum bottle. 4 fl. oz. $8.99

Ha Chi Wawa!
Milagro Country Foods Extra hot habañero sauce. Jalapeño peppers,
habañero peppers, vinegar, garlic and salt. 5 fl. oz., $4.99

Da’ Bomb - Beyond Insanity
Da’ Bomb strikes its target with Da’ Bomb Ground Zero.
Let this explosions annihilate your taste buds! Ingredients:
Pineapple Juice, habañeros, tomato paste, water, natural pepper
flavoring, lemon & lime juices and spices.
4 oz bottle, $6.99

Hard On Hot Sauce
Want something searing? Slather this on your hot dog, meat or
other tasty treat. Spicy enough to rouse the stiff one-eye! Made
with Serrano peppers, onions, and garlic. Comes with a hard-on
keychain. 5 fl. oz. $7.99

Dave’s Gourmet Insanity Sauce
Everyone knows someone who says, “you can’t get chile hot
enough for me.” Well, Jack, try this one! Sporting a rating of XXXHOT, it’s definitely up to the task. It may be insane, but it won the
“Best in Fiery Foods, 1993.” Made with tomato sauce, onions, hot
pepper extract, hot peppers, vinegar, spices, soy oil, garlic and salt.
5 fl. oz., $6.99
Doc Johnson’s Hazard Hot Sauce
The Speedy Pig Restaurant has become enamoured with all
kinds of hot and spicy foods. Always on the lookout for hot
sauces, mustards, hot recipes. We love to go to other restaurants
and try spicy foods: Chinese, Tai, Mexican -it doesn’t matter as
long as it is HOT!!! Thus was the beginnings for our Hazard No Wimps Allowed -Habañero Hot Sauce. Made with Habañero
mash and flavored with herbs, other peppers, onion juice, lime
juice, and garlic salt, it has a hot flavor that is better than just
hot. It tastes good!!! 5 fl. oz., $8.99
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Endorphin Rush
This may well be the hottest concoction that you ever put in your
mouth. Easily tipping the scale as a heavyweight, this sauce will
indeed start the endorphins rushing... and the perspiration...and the
adrenaline... just about every other bodily fluid that might have built
up pressure in the last couple of hours. Contains tomato paste, water,
pepper extract, vinegar, sugar, molasses, and soy sauce. 5 fl. oz., $5.99
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Honey! Where Da’ Hell is My Sauce?
Habañero with a pinch of garlic between da’ cheeks! Shirley was a
Mean Mama straight from Naw’lins. The one thing she hated most
was when someone messed with her Hot Sauce. And today was no
different. As Shirley settled on the couch to watch her favorite episode
of “Fishn’ in the Bayou,” she noticed her sauce was missing. Shirley
jumped up and searched everywhere. Frustrated, she shouts to her
husband, “Honey where da’ Hell is my Sauce?” 5 fl. oz., $5.99
Hot ‘N Horny
Hotter than the desert sun! Scorching, scaling, and mesmerizing,
this sauce is sure to conjure up an incinerary mirage of fire &
desert demons. Hot N’ Horny will put you in heat for more &
more of its unique fiery Jalapeño flavor, heat & flavor you will
never get enough of. Contains Jalapeño Peppers, Oleoresin
Cayenne, salt & vinegar. 5 fl. oz., 6.99
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More Hot Sauces
Hot Saucer
A must for collectors! Comes in a flying saucer shaped
bottle and made with Red Savina Habañero Chiles,
tomatoes, onions and garlic. 200 ml. $17.99
Hungry For Heat Hot Licks
Contains red habañero peppers, carrots, onions, herbs, white
vinegar, papaya, salt, lemon juice, spices, garlic, and Vitamin C
for freshness. 5 fl. oz., $5.99

Melinda’s Chipotle Sauce
Melinda’s original habañero pepper sauces are world renowned for
their exceptional balance of heat and flavor. Melinda’s Chipotle
continues this tradition by using only the freshest all natural ingredients blended perfectly with Mother Nature’s hottest pepper — the
Habañero. The result is a Chipotle sauce with a rich smokey flavor and
an extra dose of heat from the Habañeros. Try it as a marinade or BBQ
sauce or put it on your tacos, sandwiches, nachos, chili, or dip a chip
right in! Made from Chipotle peppers, choice Red Habañero peppers,
carrots, onions, garlic, key lime juice, vinegar & salt. 5 fl. oz., $4.99

Ignite Hot Sauce
Warning! Tis product is of incendiary nature! Made with the
legendary Red Savina Habañero, the Guinness Book of World
Records’”Hottest Spice”. They are blended with tomatoes, onions,
lemon juice and garlic to create a smoldering taste that builds to
Ignite your taset buds with a fiery finish. 5 fl. oz. $6.99
Inner Beauty
A combination of Habañeros, mustard, fruit juices and spices,
it has a wonderful flavor and just the right amount of heat.
The manufacturers have recently commissioned a California
grower to develop a hotter and more intensely flavored strain
of Habañero exclusively for Inner Beauty. Made from Scotch
Bonnet peppers, pineapple juice, papaya puree, cider vinegar,
orange juice, canola oil, spices, molasses, honey & brown
sugar. 7 fl. oz., $6.99

Melinda’s XXXXtra Reserve

The Habañero is the hottest chile pepper in the world, measuring
between 200,000 and 300,000 Scoville Units (the hottest Jalapeño
measures only 5000 S.U.) Pepper connoisseurs the world over
consider it to be the finest variety known to man. From time to time,
optimal growing conditions can produce Habañero crops that yield
extremely fiery chiles. Melinda’s ages these select chiles to make
our new XXXtra Hot Reserve. It is made with the same fine ingredients present in our famous Original Habañero Recipe. This is the
hottest Melinda’s. Naturally hot ingredients including hand-select
choice Red Habañero Peppers, fresh carrots, onions, and lime juice.
5 fl. oz., $4.99

King Cobra
A killer combination of Cayenne, Asian & Habañero Chiles,
onions, garlic, capsaicin, herbs, and spices. Comes in a cobrashaped collectors bottle. 200 ml. $17.99

Melinda’s Habañero Garlic Pepper Sauce
Melinda’s Garlic is made with fresh garlic in generous but not overbearing amounts. Melinda’s and Garlic lovers rejoice! This is the perfect balance of heat and flavor with a lot of extra garlic. Use it in Italian
dishes, soups, seafood and just about anything you would put hot sauce
and garlic in. Made with fresh carrots, choice Red Habañero Peppers,
garlic, onions, lime juice, vinegar & salt. 5 fl. oz., $4.99

Kiss Your Ass Goodbye
This hot sauce contains Habañero Peppers, vinegar, garlic & salt.
5 fl. oz., $5.99

Mike’s Nuclear Waste Sauce
A scorching Habañero sauce brought to you by a sick mind! Bottle is
sealed with purple wax and best left sealed! Seriously hot! Contains
Habañero peppers, water, vinegar, salt, garlic powder. 5 fl. oz., $5.99

Krakatoa! Adam/Eve Hot Sauce
Made with Red Savina Habañero Mash. It can cause an
eruption of fire and flavor to rival the Indonesian Volcano
of 1883! Comes in either Adam or Eve shaped bottle.
Collect both! 200 ml. $17.99 each

Neal’s Hairy Ass Hot Sauce
Consumers with a hairy butt need not worry. Tomorrow you’ll be as
smooth as a baby’s bottom! This sauce will burn the hair off your
ASS! An unexpected explosion of taste & spices. Not for the faint of
heart! This sauce is for the true hot sauce lover. Contains tomatoes,
Habañero peppers, onions, Serrano peppers, vinegar, garlic, and
spices. 5 fl. oz., $5.99

Last Rites
A hot sauce with a Malayan accent, it has Scotch Bonnet peppers,
vinegar, allspice, and spices. “This sauce could make a priest go to
confession, and it might make a lawyer tell the truth.” Falling in the
X-hot range, this sauce has an excellent balance of heat and flavor.
5 fl. oz., $5.99
Marie Sharp’s Belizean Heat
WARNING! Must be strong to handle this sauce!
Keep out of reach of children. Avoid contact with eyes or skin.
Do not play tricks on the weak or elderly with this sauce! Great
for cooking. Flavor soups, sauces, and stir fires or add to boiling
water for rice, pasta, or boiled seafood. Contains habañero pepper
mash, capsium oil, fresh carrots, white vinegar, key lime juice, salt,
tomato, N’awlins cajun & creole spices, onions and garlic.
5 fl. oz, $4.99
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Marie Sharp’s Green Habañero Pepper Sauce
Marie Sharp’s Nopal/Prickly pear habañero is the first of its kind.
This unique prickly pear habañero blend high in fiber will knock you
out! Nestled in the foothills of the Mayan Mountains, Marie Sharp’s
factory still creates products the old fashioned way: using the freshest
vegetables and the finest ingredients. Her secret homemade recipe
utilizes the potent green habañero pepper. Contains Nopas/Prickly
pears, green habañero peppers, onions, garlic, salt, caye lime juice,
and vinegar. 5 fl. oz., $4.99
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New Mexico Firecracker
Provides a MAXIMUM BLAST of New Mexico heat and flavor to all
your cooking adventures. Firecracker Hot Sauce is packaged in an
8 1/2-inch tall bright red mailing tube with bold FIRECRACKER logo
and fun ‘fuse’ on top. Made from Habañero peppers, carrots, onions,
distilled vinegar, garlic, lime juice, and salt. 5 fl. oz., $6.99
Nuclear Nipples
Taste the twisting terror of nuclear nipples. This tongue torching
treat is enough to jolt the biggest jugs! Contains Red Chile paste,
pineapple juice, mango puree, tamarind powder, rice vinegar, salt &
spices. Comes with breast keychain. 5 fl. oz., $7.99
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Old Fart Hot Sauce
Want a blast from the past? Old Fart will do it. But hang on to your seat
because it goes down smooth and’ll blast your ass coming out! Made
from Jalapeño peppers, onion, garlic, vinegar, and spices. 5 fl. oz.,
$6.99
Pain 100%
Sample the Pain with whips and chains! This S&M sauce is the
newest addition to the Original Juan Product Line. PAIN 100%
is the hottest degree available. Bottled in a unique 200ml(6.5oz)
whiskey flask. Made with Habañero peppers, water, natural pepper
flavoring, vinegar & spices. 6.5 fl. oz., $6.99
Pain Is Good, Batch #114
In the jungles of Jamaica, there’s a small shack with Scotch Bonnet
and Habañero peppers in the garden. In the shack, Jerk sauce is
made with them. In those that eat it, the body, mind and soul are
consumed in a fiery, hypnotic euphoria. In this world, there is no
sensation quite like it. Pain is Good. Ingredients: Water, Scotch
Bonnet peppers, Habañero peppers, tomato paste, pinapple juice
concentrate, salt garlic puree, lime juice concentrate, spices, lemon
juice concentrate, onion powder. 6.75 oz, $6.99
Pain Is Good, Batch #218
Deep in the Bayou on the edge of the swamp, gators sun, crawfish
boil and cajun hot sauce was born...Pain is good!. Ingredients: Water,
Habañero Peppers, Cayenne Peppers, Malt Vinegar, Worchestershire
sauce, garlic powder, dark brown sugar, liquid smoke and spices.
6.75 oz, $6.99
Pain Is Good, Batch #37
There is a point where pleasure and pain intersect. A doorway
to a new dimension of sensual euphoria. Where fire both burns
and soothes. Where heat engulfs every neuron within you.
Once that line is crossed, once this bottle is opened, once it
touches your tongue, there is no going back... Pain Is Very,
Very Good!!! Made with carrots, Habañero Peppers, vinegar,
minced and pureed garlic, salt, mustard seed, onion powder,
olive oil, lime juice concentrate, and spices. 6.75 oz., $6.99
Possible Side Effects
For the first time in our lives, we are not joking! This sauce is for real
and could have possible side effects if misused. The HOTTEST sauce
ever created! Concocted with Red Savina Habañero chile, Cayenne chile,
vinegar, natural pepper flavoring, orange juice, roasted Green Jalapeño
Chile, ground pumpkin seed, salt, potatoes, and spices. 5 fl. oz., $10.99
Professor Phardtpounder’s Colon Cleaner
Professor Phardtpounder’s Colon Cleaner Hot Sauce will make sure
no enema is needed. This is the elixir of capsaicin extremus. Ingredients include Scotch Bonnet Peppers, mustard, salt, onion, water,
vinegar, tumeric, and sugar. Manufactured in St. Michael, Barbados,
West Indies. 6 oz., $6.99
Psycho Bitch
FireGirl is the hottest superhero ever. She eats habañero peppers for
strength and drinks her own private hot sauce, Psycho Bitch, when
she needs to fight off mean, evil forces. Psycho Bitch is PMS in a
bottle - to help you fight off your own mean, evil forces. (You know
who they are!) Made with Habañero & Cayenne peppers, vinegar,
salt, garlic & spice extract. 5 fl. oz., $7.99
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Pure Cap
Have you ever thought to yourself; ‘Hot? Hotter? Hottest?
Where will it all end?” Well, this is it. The end of the road,
the top banana, the king of the hill. Pure Cap is pure capsaicin (the chemical in chile that makes it hot) dissolved in
vegetable oil. It rightly claims a Scoville rating of 500,000.
That’s 100 times hotter than a Jalapeño and twice as hot as
the Habañero itself. Use to add heat to your favorite recipe
without adding flavor or spices. Comes double packed in
a child proof container with an eyedropper dispenser. A
disclaimer release must be signed for purchase.
Please call or e-mail for details. 2 oz., $14.99
Pure Hell
From a chef who understands what the flavor bikers, truckers and
others “of the road” are really looking for. The finale in the road
series which includes Halfway to Hell, (just good and spicy), and
the original Road to Hell, (nice and hot). Made with Habañero
and Chile Pequin, this sauce is versatile and slightly sweet, with
pineapple juice, brown sugar, honey and spices. 7 fl. oz., $6.99
Pyro-Mania
Wanna play with fire? Contains Habañero pepper, tomato paste,
Chipotle pepper, onion, salt, chives, sugar, garlic powder, black
pepper, and water. 5 fl. oz., $4.99
Queen of Farts
Cut the cheese and kick it up with this famous state of the fart
hot sauce! A perfect blend of tropical fruit, curry and just a few
Habañero peppers. Gentle heat - enjoyable for everyone. And it’s
all natural. 5 fl. oz. $5.99
Raw Heat
An inferno. Once it’s ignited there’s no stopping the course of destruction. Ingredients: Water, habañeros, vinegar, chipoltes, garlic,
onions, tomatoes, and spices. 7 oz., $6.99
Rectal Rocket Fuel
An Island Jerk hot sauce! Contains Habañero peppers, Scotch
Bonnet peppers, balsamic vinegar, lime juice, sage, thyme, garlic,
paprika, allspice, cumin, fennel, lemon pepper, coriander, and salt.
Extra, extra hot! Not for newbies! 5 oz., $6.99
Ring of Fire X-Hot Reserve
This Californian style sauce has a medium coarse thickness
and is full of habañero, serranos, garlic and tomato. A favorite
among the Chiliheads! Contains vinegar, tomatoes, onions,
Habañero chilies, garlic, Serrano chilies, spices, salt and sugar.
12.5 fl. oz., $12.99
Scorned Woman
Scripture tells us that “hell hath no fury like the woman scorned.”
Likewise this sauce is full of fury and other things we expect to find
in a good hot sauce. Habañero, green chile and Tabasco peppers are
blended with vinegar, lemon juice and plenty of black pepper. She
comes draped in a black bag. 5 fl. oz., $5.99
Screaming Sphincter
This beauty has a spicy garlic bite and will be a sauce you won’t
soon forget! This garlic pepper sauce contains Cayenne peppers,
vinegar, garlic, salt, and spices. 5 fl. oz., $6.99
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More Hot Sauces
Sir Fartalot’s Hot Sauce
After turbulent tournaments, Sir Fartalot enjoys a good bowl of beans,
spiced up with his famous “State of the Fart” hot sauce. The flavorful
formula includes Jalapeño Peppers, Honey and Gold Tequila. Sir Fartalot
also likes to put it on eggs, cheese, chicken, burgers, hot dogs, BBQ, and
almost anything else. Now it’s your turn, knight! 5 oz., $6.99
Smokehouse Chipotle
Made with tomatoes, Chipotle chiles and spices and comes in a
collectable smokehouse-shaped bottle. 250 ml. $10.99
Suicidal Sauce
Hotter than hot, this sauce will blow your mind! Made from Jalapeño
peppers, onion puree, pepper extract, vinegar, garlic, salt & spices.
4.4 fl. oz., $6.99

Wet Fart Hot Sauce
Can you remember the last time you let out a little gas and you
felt it run down your leg? Well, it’s that de-ja vu time again.
That’s right! After consuming this “Wet Fart” hot sauce, it might
give you that worm, mushy, disgusting, stinking feeling in your
pants again. So the next time you have to let out a “little” gas,
ask yourself, “Do I feel lucky?”, Is it going to be wet or dry? This
sauce contains aged Red Peppers, Parmesan cheese, Romano
cheese, fresh carrots, Habañero peppers, key lime juice, worchestershire, vegetable juice, honey, clam juice, fresh onions, fresh
garlic & spices. 5 fl. oz., $5.99
Widow
Warning: No survivors!!! This extremely hot sauce has an Asian
flavor and a spider on the bottle. Don’t worry- the spider only eats
hot sauce. Ingredients: Habañero peppers, assorted got peppers, soy
sauce, worchestershire, vinegar, garlic & capsaicin. 5 fl. oz., $7.99

Sunburn
A blazing combination of Prepared Mustard and Red Savina
Habañero Chiles. Comes in a collectable sun-shaped bottle.
200 ml. $17.99
This Is Hot!
The X-rated label depicts the Kama Sutra of hot peppers. This
Habañero and Cayenne sauce comes with a “Get Lucky” rabbit’s
foot on every bottle. Made from ground Habañero pepper powder,
apple cider vinegar, ginger puree, Cayenne pepper mash, fresh garlic,
Habañero pepper mash, sweet potatoes, water, sweet molasses, key
lime juice, clear Shoyu, organic blend of herbs & spices. 5 fl. oz.,
$6.99

XXX Fiery Fuck Hot Sauce
Now that’s fiery! Want something smoking? Fiery Fuck’s hot
enough to torch the toughest tongue. Made from vine ripened Red
Habañero peppers, premium select vinegar, and the freshest natural
spices and herbs. 5 fl. oz., $6.99

The Embrace
This limited edition collector’s bottle is a perfect gift to show the fire
and passion that exists for a loved one. Filled with Kiss of Fire (a
Jamaican recipe of Scotch Bonnets and Habañeros) no attempt is made
to water down this uniquely passionate sauce. 500 ml. $34.99

Toxic Waste Extract Sauce
Warning: Extremely hot! Use with caution or you’ll radiate your
insides. Made with Habañeros, garlic and capsaicin. 5 fl. oz. $7.99
Ultimate Burn
This brazen lady has no cholesterol or calories. Prepare to strip down
as she turns the heat on. Your endorphins will flow as freely as your
sweat glands, and your senses will bask in the fire of pure unadulterated
tropical pleasure. This hot sauce sports the only “scratch ‘n peek” label.
She comes clothed, but you can scratch off the bikini top. Concocted
with apple cider vinegar, Habañero peppers, filtered will water, mango
puree, clear Shoyu, garlic juice, salt, lime juice, wood aged Cayenne
pepper mash, sweet potatoes, ginger puree, onion powder, natural
flavors & spices, and Capsicum. 5 fl. oz., $5.99
Vicious Viper
If you think you’ve already had the hottest sauce in the universe, think
again. Let the Vicious Viper bit you with her lethal, venomous heat. You
haven’t tasted HOT until you’ve tried the Viper. Made from Habañero
and De Arbol peppers, tomatoes, red papaya, guava, pineapple, yellow
papaya, banana, passion fruit juice, guava juice, orange juice, Capsaicin,
vinegar, mustard, salt, sugar, lemon juice, and natural spices. 5 fl. oz.,
$7.99
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Desert Gardens Chile & Spice Company’s unique line of Southwestern seasonings,
dips, soups, salsas, rice and bean mixes, and salad dressing/pasta mixes make any
gathering a fiesta! Desert Gardens uses only the finest ingredients, blended for
consistency and ease of preparation.

Southwestern Seasoning Blends

Soup & Corn Bread Trio
Includes Southwestern Pasta Soup, Green Chile Corn Bread, and
Green Chile Stew. $15.99

Packed in shaker jars, use these unique seasoning blends on anything you want
to spice up. Popcorn, Chicken, Beef, Fish, Vegetables, Pasta, Eggs — use your
imagination. Keep them on your table, near the stove and bring them along on
picnics or when dinning out. $4.50 each.

Jalapeño Seasoning
Ground Jalapeño, Salt, Garlic, Onion
Jalapeño Seasoning (No Salt)
Ground Jalapeño, Garlic, Onion
Ground Jalapeño
Ground Jalapeños
Habañero Seasoning
Habañero, Salt, Garlic, Onion, Cilantro
Habañero Seasoning (No Salt)
Habañero, Garlic, Onion, Cilantro
Green Chile Seasoning
Green Chile, Salt, Garlic, Onion
Cayenne Pepper Seasoning
Cayenne Pepper, Salt, Garlic, Onion, Parsley
Smokin’ Chipotle Seasoning
Chipotle Chile, Salt, Garlic, Onion, Cilantro

Southwestern Dips

Available in heat levels from mild to hot, these dips can be addictive
with their tart and spicy flavor. Each makes about 16 oz. when added
to sour cream and a little mayonnaise. Use as a dip with chips or as a
spread on celery sticks, crackers, etc. Envelope pack.
Jalapeño & Cilantro Dip
Medium heat great flavor. $2.75
Fiesta Dip
Medium Hot, red chile based, our most popular dip. $2.75
Green Chile Dip
Mild to Medium, fresh green chile flavor. $2.75
Jalapeño Vegetable Dip
Medium heat. You can really taste the vegetables. $2.75
Spicy Vegetable Dip
HOT! Habañero chile with great taste. $2.75
Guacamole Dip
Add to avocado & sour cream mmm good. $2.75
Chipotle Chile Dip
Medium heat. Add to sour cream. $2.75
Jalapeño Garlic Salsa
Mild. Just add fresh tomatoes. $2.75
Chipotle Black Bean Dip
Medium heat. Spread on a tortilla. $5.99
Santa Fe Style Bean Dip
Mild heat. Spicy and flavorful. $4.99

Country Style Dips

For those who love a full flavored dip without the heat, try our taste
tempting Country Style Dips. Each makes about 16 oz. when added to
sour cream and a little mayonnaise. Use as a dip with chips or as a
spread on celery sticks, crackers, etc. Envelope pack.
Chive & Garlic Dip
Fresh taste of chives. Great on baked potatoes. $2.75
Dill Dip
Full of Dill. Delicious on fish or with vegetables. $2.75
Spinach Dip
Excellent with vegetables and stuffed celery. $2.75

Rice Mixes

Our rice dishes are hearty and healthy. Each makes eight half cup servings.
Decorator boxed.
Spanish Rice An excellent side item for tacos, burritos. 6 oz. package, $5.99
Cajun Rice Spicy and moist. A great side dish to pork chops or on it’s own.
6 oz. package, $4.99
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Soup & Corn Bread Duo
Includes Smokey Chipotle Corn Bread and Creamy Potato & Green
Chile Soup. $11.99
Seasoning Trio
Includes Green Chile Seasoning, Jalapeño Seasoning and Smokin
Chipotle Seasoning. $12.99
Sampler Gift Pack
Salsa, Jalapeño & Cilantro, Fiesta, Green Chile, Guacamole, Jalapeño
Vegetable Dips. Includes a 21 Hot Ideas recipe brochure. All packaged in an attractive 4 color printed box. $15.99

Soups, Stews, & Breads

Our Soup and stew dishes are hearty and healthy. Each makes six 8 oz. servings
— large enough for the whole family. We have spent a lot of time perfecting these
recipes and it shows in every bite.
Green Chile Cornbread
The all time favorite in New Mexico. Goes great with any Southwest dish or turn any
meal into a fiesta. Makes about 8 servings. No preservatives. 9 oz. package, $5.99
Smokey Chipotle Cornbread
A wonderful corn bread with the smokey flavor of chipotle, (smoked Jalapeño).
Makes about 8 servings. No preservatives. 9.5 oz. package, $5.99
Jalapeño Beer Bread
Mix with beer for a unique Southwestern taste. Use for pizza crust and bread sticks.
19.5 oz. package. $5.99
Southwestern Pasta Soup
A freeze dried bean dip made with black beans, Chipotle chile powder (smoked
Jalapeño), onion, garlic and salt. Just add boiling water and let stand a few minutes.
Makes about six 2-ounce servings. No preservatives. 3 oz. package, $5.99
Cajun Bean Soup
A dehydrated soup mix made with Orzo pasta; just add water. Full of natural goodness, I know you will enjoy this hearty soup. Makes about six 8 ounce servings. No
preservatives. 7.5 oz. package, $5.99
Mexican Bean Soup
A dehydrated, four bean soup mix with red chile. May add pork or chicken as desired. Makes about eight 8 ounce servings. No preservatives. 13 oz. package, $5.99
Chipotle Potato Soup
A dehydrated soup mix made with potatoes, bell peppers, garlic, onions, and other
natural flavorings. Just add water and boil. 6.4 oz. package, $5.99
Green Chile Cheese Soup
A dehydrated soup mix made with Green Chile, cheddar and romano cheese. Just add
water and boil. 6.75 oz. package, $5.99
Southwest Chicken Chowder
A southwest-style chowder. Substitute clams or sausage and top with cheddar cheese
for a yummy treat. 5.5 oz. package, $5.99
Red Enchilada Stew
Red chile stew with dehydrated potatoes, tomatoes, onion and garlic. Add the meat of
your choice. makes about eight 1 cup servings. No preservatives. 6 oz package, $5.99
Green Chile Stew
Includes all the ingredients necessary for a great green chile stew; dehydrated potatoes, corn, green chile, onion and other vegetables. Just add water, bring to a boil and
let simmer for 35 minutes. Add the meat of your choice or make as vegetarian stew.
Makes about six 8 ounce servings. No preservatives. 6 oz. package. $5.99
Ranch House Chile Mix
For a true Southwestern treat, top off with some chedder cheese, and serve with
Desert Garden’s Green Chile Corn Bread. 4 oz. package, $5.99
Creamy Potato & Green Chile Soup
Add clams, smoked sausage or bacon bits, and top off with grated cheddar cheese for
a delicious Southwest flavor. 8.25 oz. package, $5.99
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Ceramic Plaques & Trivets
Hand Painted Ceramic Tiles & Trivets
(pictured left to right)

“Cantina”; 6” X 6”. White, turquoise, red, black, tan. Item #532, $14.99
“Cantina”; 6” x 8”. White, lavender, red, tan, black, green. Item #701, $21.99.
“Cantina”; 4” x 4”. White, red, black, turquoise. Item #C122, $7.99.
“Chile on 4” X 8” ceramic tile”. Available in Green Chile on White,
Red Chile on White, or Red Chile on Black. Item #H102, $14.99
“Chile”; 4” x 4”. White, red, black, turquoise. Item #C110, $7.99.
“Chile”; 6” X 6”. White, turquoise, red, black, tan. Item #533, $14.99.
“Chile Ristra”; 6” X 6”. White, turquoise, red, blue, tan. Item #655, $14.99.
“Chile Ristra”; 6” x 8”. White, red, blue, aqua. Item #708, $21.99.
“Chiles”; 6” x 8”. Tan, black, red, green. Item #748, $21.99.
“Chiles/White”; 6” x 8”. White, red, tan, green. Item #748W, $21.99.

“Guadalupe”; 6” x 8”. Turquoise, white, tan, red, lavender. Item #736, $21.99.
“Hot & Spicy”; 6” X 6”. Blue, tan, red, green. Item #142, $14.99.
“Hot Chile Peppers”; 6” X 6”. White, turquoise, red, bluse, tan. Item #141, $14.99
“Indian Rug”; 6” x 8”. Turquoise, Tan, Red, Lavender. Item #726, $21.99.
“Kokopelli”; 6” x 8”. Black, White, Turquoise, Tan. Item #741, $21.99.
“Mi Casa Es Su Casa”; 6” x 8”. White, red, tan, blue, aqua, lavender. Item #718, $21.99.
“Mi Casa es Su Casa”; 10” X 16”. Tan, black, red, & white. Framed. Item #914, $85.99
“Mi Casa es Su Casa”; 6” X 6”. White, turquoise, red, black, tan. Item #516, $14.99.
“Petroglyphs”; 6” x 8”. Tan, brown, turquoise, gray. Item #751, $21.99.

“Pueblo cosina”; 6” x 8”. White, red, tan, blue, aqua. Item #745, $21.99.
“Red Hot”; 6” X 6”. White, turquoise, red, green, tan. Item #145, $14.99.
“Ristra & Chiles”; 6” X 6”. Available in White, red, green, or black, red, green, Item #148, $14.99.
“Ristra on 4” X 8” ceramic tile”. Available in Red on White, Green on White, or Red on Black. Item #H103, $14.99
“Roadrunner”; 4” x 8”. White, blue, green, tan. Item #H106, $14.99
“Salsa”; 6” X 6”. White, turquoise, red, black, tan. Item #493, $14.99.
“Salsa Recipe”; 6” x 8”. White, red, tan, blue, green. Item #747, $21.99.
“San Pasquale”; 6” x 8”. White, brown, turquoise, tan. Item #738, $21.99.
“Story Teller”; 6” x 8”. Turquoise, black, white, tan. Item #742, $21.99.
“Zia/Chile”; 6” x 6”. Tan, Red, Green. Also with green chile. Item #150, $14.99.
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4X4 Mag Mor Coordinating House Tiles

Earthtones Ceramic Tiles
$14.99 each - 6 X 6”

Available in Black Aluminum Frames only

“Mi Casa Es Su Casa”; 4” x 4”. Turquoise, black, red, tan. Item #0109A, $7.99.
“Kokopelli”; 4” x 4”. Black, turquoise. Item #0157A, $7.99.
“Ristra”; 4” x 4”. Red. Item #0190A, $7.99.
“Guadalupe”; 4” x 4”. Turquoise, green, violet, lavender, tan, gold. Item #0191A, $7.99.
“Fetish Bear”; 4” x 4”. Turquoise, black, tan. Item #058A, $7.99.

“Gecko”; 4” x 4”. Turauoise, green, violet, lavender. Item #060A, $7.99.
“Santa Fe Coyote”; 4” x 4”. Red, green, tan, yellow. Item #073A, $7.99.
“Chile”; 4” x 4”. White, red. Item #C13, $7.99.
“Chile Lover”; 4” x 4”. White, red, black, turquoise. Item #C121, $7.99.
“Pot & Ristra”; 4” x 4”. White, red, black, tan. Item #C10BK, $7.99.

4021N Kokopelli
4222N Mi Casa es Su Casa
4225N Coyote Welcome

4227N Ristra Welcome
4228N Sun Welcome
4229N Kokopelli Welcome

Mag Mor Hand Painted Ceramic House Number Tiles
4” X 4” - $6.99 each
Available Colors: White background with black numbers,
Turquoise background with black numbers,Black background with turquoise
numbers.Coordinating Designer Tiles & Black Aluminum or Wood Frames Available

4231N Ristra & Pots Welcome
4236N Bienvenidos
4237N Lady of Guadalupe

Earthtones 3X6 Coordinating House Tiles

“Coyote”; 3” x 6”. Adobe Cream or Terra Cotta Red. Item #1000R, $7.99.
“Fetish Doll”; 3” x 6”. Adobe Cream or Terra Cotta Red. Item #1016N, $7.99.
“Gecko”; 3” x 6”. Adobe Cream or Terra Cotta Red. Item #1010N, $7.99.
“Kokopelli”; 3” x 6”. Adobe Cream or Terra Cotta Red. Item #1002R, $7.99.
“Lady of Guadalupe” ; 3” x 6”. Adobe Cream or Terra Cotta Red. Item #1030N, $7.99.
“Mi Casa Es Su Casa”; 3” x 6”. Adobe Cream or Terra Cotta Red. Item #1022N, $7.99.
“Ristra & Fetish Bear”; 3” x 6”. Adobe Cream or Terra Cotta Red. Item #1008N, $7.99.
“Ristra”; 3” x 6”. Adobe Cream or Terra Cotta Red. Item #1006N, $7.99.
“Storyteller”; 3” x 6”. Adobe Cream or Terra Cotta Red. Item #1020N, $7.99.

Earthtones 3X6
House Number Tiles
$6.99 each

Tile Frames

Shown in Oak; Most also
available in black metal.

Available in Adobe Cream
or Tera Cotta Red
Matching Decorator Tiles Available
Only available in Black Aluminum
Frames
Frames for 3” X 6” House Number
and Coordinating Tiles:
Metal Only
2 Tile $10.99
3 Tile $12.99
4 Tile $14.99
5 Tile $16.99
6 Tile $18.99
7 Tile $20.99

Frames for 4” X 4” House Number
and Coordinating Tiles:
Metal
Oak
3 Tile $14.99 $15.99
4 Tile $17.99 $18.99
5 Tile $20.99 $21.99
Coaster Rack: Slotted wooden rack holds (4) 4” Tiles: $6.99
6 Tile $22.99 $23.99
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4279N Mi Casa Es Su Casa Adobe
4285N Roadrunner Welcome
4732N Cactus & Ristra Mi Casa Es Su Casa

4772N Pueblos
4822R Sun & Moon
4868N Pueblo Mi Casa Es Su Casa
Frames for Other
Metal
4” X 4”
$9.99
4” X 8”
$10.99
6” X 6”
$10.99
6” X 8”
$11.99
10” X 16” $17.99

Tiles:
Oak
$9.99
$10.99
$10.99
$11.99

Easels
Adjustable 6” X 6” to 8” X 8” $3.99
Mini Easel 4” X 4”, 6” X 6”, 4” X 8” $2.99

505-237-9070

Cookbooks
A Taste Of Enchantment
This is a perfet cookbook for chefs of all skill levels. Whether you like a simple recipe or are a gourmet cook, it has items of interest and
award-winning recipes to enjoy. It is an excellent book for both reading and cooking great southwestern family recipes.. $22.95
A Taste Of Ranching
A Taste of Texas Ranching takes us to more than 30 ranches in the Lone Star State and introduces us to the cook at each one. Not only do these
talented souls share their best recipes (including buttermilk pie and West Texas chili), they offer their colorful viewpoints of life on the range
and spin us a yarn or two. Authors Bernstein and Bryant call A Taste of Texas Ranching a “cookbook, history book, geography book, story
book, and a book about western America.” This book definitely gives us a slice of life along with a piece of the pie. 146 pages, paperback.
Written by Tom Bryant & Joel Bernstein. $15.95
Ass Kickin’ Cookbook
Over 180 tantalizing south of the border recipes that can be made Ass Kickin’ hot if you love heat! A fun cookbook with great graphics too!
Paperback. $17.99.
Blue Corn Cookbook
This little cookbook is just for those of you who really enjoy the rich and interesting flavor of Hopi Blue Corn. It starts out with a chapter called
“From the Source - Native American Recipes”, and the following chapters divide into “Breakfasts”, “Pasta”, “Appetizers”, “Entrees”, “Side
Dishes”, “Soups, Stews and Casseroles” and “Desserts”. Who could pass up Grandma Hattie’s Blue Corn Bread or Spicy Blue Cornbread or
Honey Nut Cake? There is Blue Corn Polenta, Blue Corn Waffles and Pancakes, Blueberry Muffins and, of course, Enchiladas. Delicious recipes built around a very tasty corn. 103 pages, softcover. Written by Celine-Marie Pascale. $7.95
Chili Lovers’ Cookbook
Chili cook off prize winning recipes and regional favorites. The best of chili cookery, from mild to fiery, with and without beans. Plus a variety
of taste-tempting foods made with chile peppers. Includes instructions on peeling chiles. 128 pages, paperback, comb bound. Written by Al and
Mildred Fisher. $6.95
Chip & Dip Lovers Cookbook
More than 150 recipes for fun and festive dips. Make Southwestern dips and dips with fruits and vegetables, meats, poultry and seafood. Salsa
dips and dips for desserts. Includes recipes for making homemade chips. 112 pages, paperback, comb bound. Written by Susan K. Balling.
$6.95
Chipotle
From The Pepper Pantry, recipes for the roasty and sublime Chipotle peppers like Smoky Chipotle Pesto and Tournedos (beef fillet) Chipotle.
Also includes valuable information about Chipotle - Did you know that chipotle refers to any smoked pepper, not just jalapeños? 91 pages,
paperback. $5.95
Christmas In New Mexico Cookbook
Explore the beautiful and fascinating Christmas traditions and foods of New Mexico. These time-tested recipes will give your holiday season a
New Mexico flavor. 133 pages, comb bound. Written by Lynn Nusom. $9.95
Cocinas de New Mexico
Public Service Company of New Mexico’s fabulous new reprint of their cookbook. Originally published in 1944 with recipes donated by employees
families and friends from their treasury of old family favorites. Now in its eleventh edition, it offers not only authentic New Mexico dishes including all the basics, but also lots of tips for low fat and high altitude cooking. $11.95.
Coffee Lover’s Bible
Ode to the Divine Brew in Food, Fact, and Fancy. 101 recipes for drinks to desserts to savory chicken dishes. By JIll Yates. 208 pages, paperback.
$12.95
Contemporary Southwest
85 easy-to-follow recipes that have earned national acclaim. Some of the flavorful, innovative recipes include Jalapeño Ravoli, Lamb Chops with Dried
Cherry Chipotle Sauce, and Mango Salsa. By Donna Nordin. 167 pages, hardback. $29.95
Cool Coyote Cafe Juice Drinks
Drink Up! Craving the zingy flavors and smooth, cooling textures of naturally sweet and healthful fruit drinks? Well, say goodbye to the lines at
your local juice joint and prepare to quench your thirst with Coyote Cafe’s coolers, punches, lemonades, smoothies, cocktails, and other elixirs, all
infused wit the tropical flavors of exotic destinations and Mark Miller’s signature style. 128 pages, full color, soft bound. $14.95
Coyote’s Pantry
With Coyote’s Pantry on your shelf you will have a resource for adding inspired touches to your cooking, all with a Southwestern kick. Recipes
from Santa Fe’s famous Coyote Cafe. There are marinades and grilling rubs to tempt any palate, ketchups and mustards that add zest to any
meal. And there are chutneys, relishes, pickles, flavored oils, and salad dressings. Among the many favorites are the unique sauces and pasta toppings - from Coyote’s Red Chile Sauce to Ancho Sun-Dried Cherry Barbecue Sauce. 130 pages, hard bound. Written by Mark Miller and Mark
Kiffin with John Harrisson. $25.95
Eat The Heat
Swedish and European recipes spiced up with hot peppers. Make such mouth watering recipes as Lingoberry Habañero Herring and Maple Roasted
Pork. 160 pages, softbound. Written by Jonas Borssen. $16.95
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Edible Pepper Garden
From the Edible Garden Series. Here are all the essntials on growing your own private pepper garden. 112 pages. Written by Rosalind Creasy. $14.95
The Feast of Santa Fe
Cooking of the American Southwest. It’s much more than an ordinary cookbook, it’s an artful blend of history, culture, and tradition. 400 pages.
Written by Huntley Dent. $16.00
Fiesta For Four Seasons
Full of great menu ideas and recipes featuring Southwest recipes. Also has a quick overview of the basics of Southwestern cooking, including how
to make tortillas, red and green chile sauces, and guacamole. By Jane Butel. 192 pages, paperback. $14.95
Gourmet Gringo
Traditional Mexican Cooking for the American Kitchen. Gourmet Gringo runs a wide gamut: fast-food favorites, tempting appetizers, festive dips
and salads, one-dish meals and dinner casseroles, and some thoroughly gringoized foods, as well as the trendy and sweet innovations, too. By Mari
Meyers. 224 pages, paperback. $14.95
Great Bowls of Fire!
Chile experts Dave DeWitt and W.C. Longacre fan the flames with more than 90 sizzling recipes for soups, chilis, stews and other one-pot meals.
Texas Gunpowder Stew and Sweet Potato Chipotle Chile Bisque are just some of the easy do-ahead recipes perfect for family dinners and casual parties. Paperback, 137 pages. $16.95
Great Salsas By The Boss Of Sauce
Savor the incindiary! W.C. “Boss of Sauce” Longacre and Dave “Pope of Peppers” Dewitt have gathered salsa recipes with influences from Asia,
the Southwest, and the Caribbean. These salsas are easy to prepare and come with meal ideas! 126 pages, paperback. Written by W.C. Longacre
and Dave DeWitt. $12.95.
Green & Red Chile Bibles
GREEN CHILE BIBLE Compiled and edited by the Albuquerque Tribune, this classic includes recipes from many generations of New Mexico
kitchens, and an overview of chiles right down to a chile glossary and shopping list. 171 pages.
RED CHILE BIBLE Includes recipes from the very traditional to the very contemporary, from down-home rustic to elegant. And most importantly, from comfortably mellow to fiery hot! Most of the dishes have roots in Mexico or the American Southwest. 161 pages. $12.95 each
Habañero
From The Pepper Pantry, this book is compact and powerful, just as the pepper it describes. It contains recipes from essential Habañero Hot Sauce to
Creole Peanut Soup - a West African-influenced treat with Habañeros. 95 pages, paperback. $5.95
Hatch Cookbook
Revised edition includes new recipes and updated information. Cookbook contains recipes using Hatch Select products available from The
Chile Addict, or you can use it with other chile products. $15.95.
Healthy Mexican Cooking
Velda De La Garza is a Registered Dietitian living and working in Texas. Using her knowledge of nutrition and love of cooking, she has compiled
these healthy versions of the traditional and much-loved recipes she grew up with. More than 160 delicious recipes, an in-depth glossary, and “essential” Mexican tools and ingredients. 240 pages, soft bound. Available in English or Spanish. $15.95
Heat Wave!
The best of Chile Pepper Magazine. 200 great recipes ranging from the subtly piquant to the scorching, including traditional ethnic dishes, classics
and original creations. 180 pages, paperback. Edited by Dave DeWitt and Nancy Gerlach. $14.95
Hellish Relish
Santa Fe-based author Sharon Niederman spent a year wandering through the small towns and back roads of New Mexico in search of
authentic chili salsas and dips. The result of her journey is Hellish Relish (Periplus), a culinary compilation of 40 recipes and dishes that are
currently served up in New Mexico’s restaurants and private homes. Includes advice to the cook about chiles, as well as separate sections on
chile preparation, chile care, chile varieties, chile roots and chile powder. Each recipe has a thoughtful introduction, and color photography by
Eduarado Fuss makes it a true salsa experience with photos of peppers, the finished dishes and the chefs who make it all happen. This book is
truly a wonderful gift for anyone who likes it hot! 90 pages, hardback. $16.00
Hot & Spicy Chili
A collection of 150 of the very best chili recipes from the Chili Capitals of America. Treat yourself and your family to delicious, authentic,
and colorfully named dishes like: Yahoo Chili, U.S. Army Chili, Whale Chili, High-Octane Chili. In addition to mouth-watering chili recipes,
the authors have included tasty little morsels of “chilosophy” - intriguing background information on the history of chili and wacky anecdotes
from the cook-off contests. 276 pages, softbound. Written by Dave DeWitt, Mary Jane Wilan, and Melissa T. Stock. $12.95
Indian Market Cookbook
Recipes from Santa Fe’s Coyote Cafe. Each of the recipes is prefaced with insights into the region’s culture, landscape, people, and culinary
traditions, and describes the alluring elements of Southwestern cuisine and philosophy. By Mark Miller. 217 pages, hardback. $39.95
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More Cookbooks
Jerk - Barbecue From Jamaica
More than 100 authentic Jamaican recipes including Jerk rubs, marinades, and dry seasoning mixes. Grilled foods and stove top creations; accompaniments, including side dishes, drinks, and desserts. 184 pages, soft bound. Written by Helen Willinsky. $10.95
Jump Up & Kiss Me - Spicy Vegetarian Cooking
Cookbook author and spicy-food fan extraordinaire Jennifer Trainer Thompson cooks up some 300 recipes for spicy vegetarian food from around
the world. Among the recipes you’ll find: Curried Vegetable Stew, Spinach & Potato Samosas, Grilled Portobello Sandwiches with Manchego
Cheese. 356 pages, softbound, $19.95
Kokopelli’s Cookbook
Authentic recipes of the Southwest! The recipes in this book are arranged into 11 complete meals, each identifying with the principal meats and
vegetables utilized prehistorically. Following the meals is a section with salsas and relishes, as well as listings of ingredients that may be gathered
in the wild or obtained from specials sources. 110 pages, paperback, comb bound. Written by James & Carol Cunkle. $9.95
License To Cook - New Mexico Style
This book introduces the spicy cooking of the Southwest with traditional dishes, fast and easy recipes, and new creations using traditional
ingredients. Plus some highlights of “The Land of Enchantment.” Collected by members of the New Mexico Federation of Business and
Professional Women. 158 pages, comb bound, $6.99
Meltdown - The Official Fiery Foods Show Cookbook
Meltdown illustrates the use of fiery foods products in cooking. Salsas, hot sauces, mustards, pickles and dozens of other products are
incorporated into delicious recipes that are easy to prepare. Based on recipes collected from manufacturers who exhibit at the National Fiery
Foods Show, now in its 12th year, Meltdown is also an insiders’ guide to the history and trends of fiery foods. If you ever wanted to know
what else you can do with that bottle of habañero salsa besides dip chips in it, Meltdown will tell you. A handy substitution guide allows you
to switch brand names among 21 categories of fiery foods, including chile-infused vinegars, spice mixtures, pepper jellies, spicy barbecue
sauces, and more. 175 pages, paperback. Written by Dave DeWitt and Mary Jane Wilan with Jeanette DeAnda. $12.95
Mexican Desserts & Drinks
More than 200 sensational Mexican recipes! Great desserts including Suspiros de Monja, Bolitas de Chocolate Mexicano and drinks such as
Jamaica Flower Water and Kahlua Mexican Coffee. 144 pages, comb bound. Written by Socorro Munoz Kimble and Irma Serrano Noriega. $6.95
Mexican Microwave Cookery
Ready in minutes, tasty, nutritious dishes in about one-third the normal cooking time. This unique collection of flavorful Mexican recipes uses
the convenience of your microwave oven. New, great-tasting heart-healthy choices, and every recipe gives a dietary breakdown for anyone
watching their diet. Enjoy the best of all worlds - authentic cuisines that’s quick to fix, appetizing, flavorful, and nutritious. 140 recipes, 156
pages, paperback. Written by Carol Medina Maze. $9.95
New Mexico Cookbook
More than 175 recipes from the “Land of Enchantment.” Includes Indian recipes, salsa recipes, recipes from Old Mexico, bread recipes including
sopaipillas and tortillas and chile recipes of all types. 140 pages, paper back, comb bound. Written by Lynn Nusom. $6.95
Original Jalapeño Cookbook
Includes 135 life spicing recipes, plus the chilling account of the infamous Nebraska Jalapeño Prision Riot. From Caesar salad to stuffed chicken
to apple pie, this book reveals why the Jalapeño is the passion pepper of the 90’s. 86 pages, paperback, comb bound. Written by Jim Henderson,
Maggie Kennedy and Jack Taylor. $10.00
Peppers Of The World: An Identification Guide
With Dave Dewitt and Paul W Bosland’s first book, “The Pepper Garden”, chile pepper lovers learned how to plant, tend and harvest their own
pepper gardens. Now, with this companion volume, the authors team up again to present what is without a doubt the most comprehensive guide
to chile pepper identification ever published. Whether you’re a novice simply looking for an unusual plant for your backyard or a professional
gardener hoping to cultivate rare pepper species not otherwise available in your region, this book is the resource you’ll need to correctly identify the hundreds of varieties of peppers that grow worldwide. 219 pages, paperback. Written by Dave DeWitt and Paul W. Bosland. $19.95
R.C. Gorman’s Nudes & Foods - In Good Taste
Nudes & Foods invites us into the engaging and flamboyant world of R.C. Gorman, “the Picasso of American Indian art” - showcasing not only
his drawings and paintings, but his love of good food, his humor, and his passion for good company, good stories, and the good things of life
in general. His collaborator, Virginia Dooley, has included more than fifty fine reproductions of Gorman’s best work in a classic form, many of
them in color, many never reproduced before in book form. 130 pages, hardback. Compiled & Edited by Virginia Dooley. $34.95
Real New Mexico Chile
An insider’s guide to cooking with chile! In this book you’ll find Sandy Szwarc’s chile recipes which offer creative contemporary New
Mexican cooking that still manages to capture the historic roots of its native cuisine. These homestyle recipes are easy to prepare and use a
minimum of local ingredients that are readily available. 110 pages, comb bound. $6.95
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Roadrunner Tales - The Calendar
Fun facts about New Mexico, the history, culture, land, and people (the good, the bad, the ...., but all fascinating. Learn about the Land Of
Enchantment the easy way...one day at a time. 365+ pages, paperback. $17.99
Salsa Lovers Cookbook
The uses and flavors of salsas are limited only by the imagination of the cook, so have fun, try new flavors and ingredients and enjoy the results.
More than 180 sensational salsa recipes for appetizers, salads, main dishes, and desserts. 124 pages, paperback, comb bound. Written by S.K.
Bollin. $6.95
Salsas, Sauces, Marinades & More
Extraordinary meals from ordinary ingredients. An inspired selection of over 150 blends that will add flair, variety and zest to daily meals and
party dishes. By Kathleen Hansel & Audrey Jenkins. 200 pages, hardback. $14.95
Santa Fe Hot & Spicy Recipe
Attention chile lovers! If you like hot food, then this cookbook is for you. Almost 400 original dishes from Santa Fe’s best restaurants offer an
exciting array of spicy tastes, ranging from mild to really hot. The recipes are easy to prepare with a broad range of regional flavors. 352 pages,
soft bound. Written by Joan Stromquist.
Santa Fe Lite & Spicy Recipe
Contains over 350 original recipes from 40 of the best restaurants in Santa Fe. The dishes are lower in fat and calories, yet bursting with strong,
spicy regional flavors. Tips and comments from the chefs on each page offer insights and entertaining stories. 336 pages, paperback. Written by
Joan Stromquist. $16.95
Santa Fe Recipe
With over 300 original recipes from the favored Santa Fe restaurants, it is full of spicy, flavorful dishes. Quotes from the chefs make it a joy to
read and practical to use. Try the Crab and Avocado Quesadillas or the Chicken Breast Roberto! 305 pages, paperback. Written by Joan and Carl
Stromquist. $14.95
Santa Fe School of Cooking Cookbook
A cookbook full of spirited soutwestern recipes. Learn about authentic cuisine then how to prepare delicious appetizers, main dishes, and
accompaniments 177 pages, Written by Susan Curtis. $19.95
Southwest - The Beautiful Cookbook
This book is scaled oversize to accommodate not only color photographs of avocado pasta and tomatillo soup, but also of the local landscapes...
so while the book looks glamorous, it is also very useful. Written by Barbara Fenzl. 256 pages. $50.00
Simply Simpatico
A cookbook from the Junior League of Albuquerque, New Mexico. Sample the intriguing cuisine of New Mexico, a unique blend of Indian, Spanish, Mexican and Anglo cultures which flourish under the brilliant turquoise skies. You’ll savor the flavor of many moods and lifestyles — from
spicy green chiles in everyday favorites, to the delicate pinon in sophisticated gourmet dishes. 350 pages, hardback, comb bound. $16.95
Spice It Up!
The Art of Making Condiments - An excellent little book featuring over 170 innovative yet uncomplicated condiments ranging from vinegars to
pickles, sauces and preserves. Chillies are well covered in many recipes, but by learning the art of condiment making you can easily adapt them to
preserving your chilli harvest. 237 pages, paperback. Written by Jeffree Wyn Itrich. $12.95
Sweet Heat
Spicy desserts (& more) for chile lovers. Nuclear Macaroons, Quick Fierce Fudge, Jalapeño Snakebite Sherbet, Blistering Bite-Sized Cheesecakes,
Secret Habañero Lemon Meringue Pie....are your taste buds tingling yet? Welcome to Sweet Heat, the latest hot chocolate with fiery chiles and
honey. 202 pages, paperback. $16.95
Take This Chile & Stuff It!
Authentic Chiles Rellenos recipes! Fantasic recipes for Poblanos with Tuna filling, Chiles en Nogada, Baked Chipotles with Cheese, ShrimpStuffed Chiles, Poblanos with Mushroom Stuffing. 85 pages, paperback, comb bound. Written by Karen Hursh Graber. $6.95
Taos Recipe
A Southwestern culinary hit. Features tantalizing dishes from the best restaurants in the historic town of Taos, New Mexico. Designed for the average cook and represents a broad range of cultural cuisines. 177 pages, paperback. Written by Joan and Carl Stromquist. $12.95
The Fiery Cuisines
The world’s most delicious hot dishes! Dave DeWitt’s first cookbook, with long-time collaborator Nancy Gerlach, was first published in 1984. The
fact that it is still in print proves how tasty these international chile pepper recipes are. Color photos of many of the recipes are included. 30 pages,
paperback. $11.95
The Great Chile Book
This full-color handbook showcases 100 chiles (50 fresh and dried) with color photographs of each, alongside a brief description, including cooking
tips and heat scale. 157 pages, paperback. Written by Mark Miller (author of Coyote Cafe). $14.95
The Great Hot Sauce Book
Hot sauces ignite fanatical devotion like nothing else can - and The Great Hot Sauce Book is the guide to liquid fire. Old favorites like Tabasco
stack up beside outrageous newcomers like Jump Up and Kiss Me and Pure Hell, as sauce lover Jennifer Trainer Thompson exposes the heat level,
regional style, ingredients, flavor, and history of more than 350 hot sauces. 150 pages, soft bound. Color photo of each sauce. $14.95
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More Cookbooks
The Great Salsa Book
Salsa-A spicy sauce of tomatoes, onions and peppers. A great south of the border condiment. Salsa has become a very popular condiment over the
last few years. In this book you will learn how to cook with salsa. Everything from bean salsas to chile salsas to fruit salsas. 148 pages, paperback.
Written by Mark Miller. $14.95
The Habañero Cookbook
Turn up the heat! More than 100 traditional and contemporary recipes using the world’s hottest pepper from sauces and salsas to entrees. Discover
how delicioius and versatile these brightly colored peppers are. 164 pages, paperback. Written by Dave DeWitt and Nancy Gerlach. $17.95
The Hot Sauce Bible
The most comprehensive book on hot sauces, featuring more than 2,000 hot sauces from around the world, with information on the manufacturer,
type of pepper used, color of sauce, type of sauce, availability, and collectability. More than 175 recipes for making nad using a wide variety of hot
sauce types, including salsas, chutneys, ketchups, curries, and pastes. 375 pages, paperback. Written by Dave DeWitt and Chuck Evans. $20.00
The Lowfat Mexican Cookbook
Now you can enjoy great tasting Mexican food without all of the fat and cholesterol. The authors have created simple, fat busting recipes that will
allow you to enjoy savory food without having to buy a new wardrobe! Imagine learning how to prepare low-fat tacos, flautas, enchiladas, chicken,
seafood and more without any loss of the fantastic flavors that have made this cuisine one of the most popular in the world. At the same time, you
will discover how to combine these recipes with virtually unlimited quantities of “fat minimum” foods such as potatoes, pasta, rice, beans, fruits
and vegetables to creat completely satisfying meals for you and your family. 113 pages, paperback. Written by Robert & Nancy Leos. $6.95
The Pepper Garden
You can grow and enjoy chile peppers in your backyard, whether you live in the hot Southwest or a colder northern climate. This guide tells you
everything you need to know, including recommendations for which ones to grow and botanical descriptions of the most popular types. Easy stepby-step instructions, a list of seed sources, and a glossary of terms will help the gardening novice, and there are full details on harvesting the pods;
drying and roasting peppers; and making festive ristras. 240 pages, soft bound, written by Dave DeWitt, editor of Fiery Foods Magazine. $15.95
The Tequila Cookbook
Sensational new recipes for cooking with Tequila! “Once you experience the bold flavor that tequila brings to food, you’ll want to try all of
these exciting recipes. Treat your guests to a meal they’ll never forget!” Lynn Nusom. Try Ole’ Shrimp Dip, Ceviche, Hermosillo Onion Soup,
Salpicon, Rosemary-Tequila Chicken Salad, Margarita Chicken Pequin, Tequila Chutney, ... over 100 recipes. Appetizers, Soups, Salads,
Chicken Dishes, Fish & Seafood, Meat Dishes, Vegetable Dishes, Salsas & Sauces, Breads, Dessert and Beverages. 126 pages, soft cover.
Written by Lynn Nusom. $7.95
The Whole Chile Pepper Book
Spicy-food authorities Dave DeWitt and Nancy Gerlach document the chile pepper’s history and lore and provide over 180 recipes, ranging
from mild to throat-scorching. Additional chile-related features include: a field guide with full-color photographs identifying 27 often-confusing
varieties; extensive gardening and preservation instructions; mail-order and seed sources; the latest health claims; and a special “Whole Chile
Pepper Diet.” Cooks, gardeners, and the hoeplessly addicted will find everything they need to know about chile peppers here! 373 pages, soft
bound. $17.95
Too Many Chiles
Written by one of the foremost authorities in the world on chile, this book features more than 75 recipes for preparing and preserving fresh
chiles. Written by Dave DeWitt, Nancy Gerlach and Jeff Gerlach. 104 pages. $6.95
Tortilla Lovers Cookbook
More than 100 tantalizing tortilla recipes for appetizers, main dishes, soups, salads & desserts. How about Southwestern Enchilada Stack, Blueberry
Tortillas, Chicken & Avocado Tacos, or Sonoran Raspberry Rolls? 94 pages, paperback, comb bound. Written by Bruce and Bobbi Fischer. $6.95
Totalled Roadkill Cookbook
Based on The Original Roadkill Cookbook, this weird little gem is presented her an an irresistibly compact little die-cut that will entice and
baffle your gastronomic sensibilities. Recipes are for the strong-of-stomach. 96 pages, die-cut, by Buck Peterson. $5.95
Totally Chile Pepper Cookbook
This little book is crammed full of recipes, ideas and anecdotes concerning the chile pepper. There are recipes from “Red Jalapeño Jelly” to
“Steam Monkfish with Sizzling Chile Oil”. All recipes are rated on a one to three chile heat scale. 95 pages, paperback, $4.95
Totally Coffee Cookbook
Die-cut cutie that is perfect for gift baskets! Filled with easy-to-make, flavorful recipes, hints and tips. 96 pages, paperback, $4.95
Totally Teatime Cookbook
Die-cut cutie that is perfect for gift baskets! Filled with easy-to-make, flavorful recipes, hints and tips. 96 pages, paperback, $4.95
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Candles

Incense

New Mexico Casa Adobe Candles

These candles are handmade by a process involving molding and
carving the wax into various southwest shapes. They have a wax/
sand shell that has an appearance of adobe with cutouts to show
the fill wax. When burned, the fill wax glows through the cutouts.
After several burnings, a hole will form large enough to hold a
votive candle.

Incinso de Santa Fe©

Since natural wood incense gives the senses a real sense of the
Southwest, we sincerely hope that you find these incenses worth the
cents!

Carved Chile with Ristra in Cutout
(3" high X 3.5" dia. round), $11.99
Casa, with Four Ristras
(5" wide X 2.5" high X 4" deep), $23.99
Mission Cutout
(5.5" wide X 3.5" high X 4" deep), $21.99

Adobe Church Burner
with box of 40 pinon cones, $12.99
Southwest Corner Fireplace
with box of 40 pinon cones, $12.99
7-Scent Sampler with small burner
(7 each of pinon, cedar, juniper, hickory, fir balsam,
mesquite and alder), $10.99
Box of 40 Cones
(choose from pinon, cedar, mesquite, or juniper), $5.50

Chile Lights & Ristras
String of
Chile Lights
18 ft. long. 35 lights.
$13.99

Lighted Ristras

50 lights - $21.99 (no sequence)
100 lights - $38.99 (8 different settings)
150 lights - $52.99 (8 different settings)

Colors:
All Red, Red & Green,
Multi-Color (red, green, yellow, purple)

Colors:
All Red, All Green,
Red & Green, All Pink, All Purple,
Multi-Color (red, green, yellow, purple)

Magnets

2" X 2" white ceramic tile with an original hand painted design (most with receipes!)
permanently fired onto the surface. Full magnet backing for extra holding power.

“Chile Addict”
$2.99

Chile Con Queso
$2.99

Green Chile Stew
$2.99

New Mexico Salsa
$2.99

“New Mexico Chile Addict”
$2.99

Chile Rellanos
$2.99

Guacamole
$2.99

Posole
$2.99

“Someone in NM Loves Me”
$2.99

Fajitas
$2.99

Huevos Rancheros
$2.99

Red Chile Sauce
$2.99

Burritos
$2.99

Green Chile Salsa
$2.99

Indian Fry Bread
$2.99

Sopaipillas
$2.99

Carne Adavado
$2.99

Green Chile Sauce
$2.99

New Mexico Enchiladas
$2.99

Tacos
$2.99

www.chileaddictstore.com
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Anne’s Countr y Cupboard
Bag material may vary

Southwest Soup Mixes

Posole Tradicional (12 oz.)
This popular Southwestern “hominy stew” is a Christmas Eve tradition enjoyed
year ‘round. Packaged in Southwest fabric with silver concho. $7.99

Southwest Bread Mixes

Blue Mesa Blueberry Corn Muffin Mix (11 oz.)
A delightfully different corn muffin made with blue cornmeal, blueberries
and a touch of lemon. Presented in striking Southwestern fabric with silver
concho and turquoise label. $7.99
Coyote Cakes (Pancakes) (14 oz.)
A HOWLIN’ good breakfast from the Southwest. Our regular “Country
Morning” Pancake Mix all done-up in Southwest duds. A bright berry-colored fabric, turquoise label and shiny silver coyote concho. $7.99
Desert Morning Blue Corn Pancake & Waffle Mix (12 oz.)
A tasty blue cornmeal morning. Absolutely delicious served with fresh
fruit, maple syrup, fruit syrups or spiced honey. $7.99

Spicy Bread Mixes

Southwest Dessert Mixes

Indian Jalapeño Cornbread Mix (12 oz.)
HOT! A blend of cornmeal, whole wheat and enriched flours,
with dried Jalapeño flakes and special seasonings for a real
taste treat. Indian corn fabric with gold concho. $7.99
High Desert Cornbread Mix (12 oz.)
MEDIUM-HOT! A moist cornbread with a touch of cayenne
pepper to give it a little zip. Red bandana fabric with silver
concho. $7.99
South-of-the-Border Beer Bread Mix (14 oz.)
OLE! HOT & SPICY! A really different beer bread made with
enriched and whole wheat flours blended with cornmeal, dried
Jalapeño flakes, imitation bacon bits and seasonings. Southwest
fabric with silver concho. $7.99
Scones, “Santa Fe Style” Mix (11 oz.)
A taste of England out of the great Southwest. Scones never
tasted so good — cheddar cheese, imitation bacon bits, pecans
and Jalapeño powder. Packaged in striking red chile fabric with
gold concho. $7.99
“Light-As-A-Feather” Jalapeño-Cheddar Biscuits (12 oz.)
The name says it all. Packaged in beautiful red chiles on yellow
fabric with gold concho. $7.99
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Adobe Mud Cake Mix (1 lb. 7 oz.)
This brownie cake bakes over its own rich hot fudge sauce
laced with pecans, coconut and a touch of cinnamon. YUMMM!
Rust burlap with turquoise accents and gold concho. Label includes a brief history of adobe building. $9.99
Margarita Fiesta Mix (1 lb. 6 oz.)
Our ever-popular lemon poppy seed mix all done up with a
Southwest twist. Just add lime juice and tequila (optional) for
this unusual taste treat. Turquoise fabric with mauve label and
silver concho. $7.99
Southwest Ginger Crinkles Cookie Mix (15.5 oz.)
A wonderful chewy ginger cookie that will disappear as soon
as they are made. Rust fabric, natural jute and gold concho with
little Indian gingerbread boy on label. $7.99
Pueblo-Style Shortbread (1 lb. 3.35 oz.)
A new twist on New Mexico’s favorite cookie - Biscochitos.
A rich anise-flavored cookie toped with cinnamon sugar mix.
Soooo easy to make. Beautifully packaged in striking Southwestern fabric, natural jute and gold concho. $7.99
Mexican Wedding Crescents (15.5 oz.)
The traditional nutty butter cookie that melts in your mouth. $7.99
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SW Specialty Food Co.
Ass Kickin’ Corn Bread & Chili Fixin’s

ASS KICKIN’ CORN BREAK
When was the last time you had a brick of extra-delicious, down-home corn bread fresh from the oven?
Our is fixed with Jalapeños, whole corn, red bell peppers, onion, and a separate packet of habañero
peppers to add at your own risk. A great side to our Ass Kickin’ Chili! 1 lb., $5.99
ASS KICKIN’ CHILI FIXIN’S
Forget the Alamo. These Arizona spices make a bowl of red that’s beyond compare. Masa flour,
habañero peppers, pinto and black beans packaged separately and sewn up in an authentic Southwest
cloth bag - makes a great gift. 1 lb., $5.99

Three Banditos Salsas

Ass Kickin’ Condiments

ASS KICKIN’™ CHICKEN WING SAUCE
Our Ass-Kickin’™ Chicken Wing Sauce has tame
chickens running for their lives. Beats the original
Buffalo wing sauces by a mile! Cook up flocks of
wings and discover a taste pleasure that’ll have wing
fanatics begging for the recipe. 12 oz., $5.99
ASS KICKIN’™ ORIGINAL HOT SAUCE
Our Original Ass Kickin™ Hot sauce loaded with
habañero pepper and serrano peppers. This rich and
flavorful hot sauce is our #1 selling item and a must
on your shelf! 5 oz., $4.99
ASS KICKIN’™ CAJUN HOT SAUCE
Habañero peppers and spices are combined to create
a superb Cajun flavor. Excellent on cream cheese and
crackers, or on top of your next meal. 5 oz., $4.99
ASS KICKIN’™ ROASTED GARLIC HOT SAUCE
Garlic lovers delight. Fresh roasted garlic and Habañero
pepper - WOW - what a treat! Excellent as
a topping or mixed in stews, casseroles or rice dishes. 5
oz., $4.99
ASS KICKIN’™ HORSERADISH HOT SAUCE
Japanese wasabi horseradish blended with habañero
pepper creates an unbelievably delicious flavor. Try it on
your next taco, roast beef, or sushi roll. 5 oz., $4.99
ASS KICKIN’™ FAJITA MARINADE
Fajitias are so much fun to eat, now you can make them
spectacular! Marinate your beef or chicken, cook, and
have a fabulous meal. 12 oz., $5.99

THREE BANDITOS SALSA OLIVOS
The mildest of the Rootin’ Tootin’ bunch from below the border. A rich red salsa featuring olives. The flavor is mild so any tenderfoot can ride shotgun on it. 13 oz., $6.99
THREE BANDITOS SALSA VERDE
This salsa is medium heat and features the tomatillo (green tomato), it has just what
all you “green horns” have been lookin’ for! Use it to spice up your huevos rancheros
- green is great! 13 oz., $6.99
THREE BANDITOS SALSA HABANERO
Draw your guns hombre, ‘cause our “Salsa Habañero” is one bad bandito! He’s been
known to shoot first and ask questions later. His temper is HOT and so’s his flavor. The
habañero pepper makes sure of that! Rich and wonderful. 13 oz., $6.99
THREE BANDITOS SALSA GIFT SET
All three salsas in an attractive, easy to carry gift box.$22.99

Ass Kickin’ Spices & Seasonings

Choose from Salsa Mix, Spicy Vegetable, Taco Seasoning, Spanish Rice,
Enchilada, Black Bean Salsa, Chipotle Dip, Habañero Pepper, Dill, and
Popcorn seasoning. $3.99 Each.

Ass Kickin’ Salsa Gift Set

Three different Ass Kickin’ salsas in one package. Peach Rum, Green Chile,
and Whiskey Peppercorn Salsa. 13 oz. jars. $21.99.

Salsa Gift Set

Three of our best selling salsas in one package. Salsa From Hell, Ass Kickin’
Salsa and Candy Ass Black Bean & Mango Salsa. 13 oz. jars. $21.99.

Whoopin’ Ass Hot Sauces

Habañero Pepper Greenhouse
Chile pepper growing kit includes everything you need
to grow your own Habañero peppers. $10.99.

WHOOPIN’ ASS SMOKIN’ MESQUITE
Made with habañero pepper, garlic and natural mesquite flavor. 5 oz., $6.99
WHOOPIN’ ASS CHIPOTLE FIRE
Made with habañero pepper, roasted garlic and natural chipotle flavor. 5 oz., $6.99
WHOOPIN’ ASS HICKORY HEAT
Made with habañero pepper, garlic and natural hickory flavor. 5 oz., $6.99
WHOOPIN’ ASS HOT SAUCE GIFT SET
All three hot sauces in an attractive, easy to carry gift box. $22.99

Ass Kickin’ Salsas

ASS KICKIN’™ ORIGINAL SALSA
The original Ass-Kickin’™ Salsa! Extra thick and chunky, with pinto beans,
fresh onion, cilantro, and a special blend of southwestern herbs, spices, and
habañero peppers. 13 oz., $5.99
ASS KICKIN’™ WHISKEY PEPPERCORN SALSA
Chunky salsa loaded with fresh onions, garlic, cilantro, lots of whiskey, red and
green peppercorns and our famous habañero peppers! 13 oz., $5.99
ASS KICKIN’™ ROASTED GREEN CHILE & TEQUILA SALSA
Fresh fire roasted green chiles are featured in this habañero salsa delight along
with rich tomatoes, garlic, onions and a bite of Mexican tequila. 13 oz., $5.99
ASS KICKIN’™ PEACH RUM SALSA
This rich chunky salsa is loaded with fresh diced peaches. Blended with the
hearty taste of spiced rum and our famous habañero peppers for a unique flavor
that will reach out and grab ya! 13 oz., $5.99
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The Salad Bar.....

ASS KICKIN’ OLIVE OIL™
A must in any gourmet’s kitchen, we make this from extra virgin oil,
habañero peppers, and whole garlic cloves. Absolutely sensational. 12 oz.
$7.99
HABANERO PEPPERS FROM HELL®
Look out! The whole pepper. Add e’m to taco meat, burros, eggs, guacamole, or just sprinkle on a batch of nachos. 12 oz. $7.99
ASS KICKIN™ PICKLED GARLIC
Make your next meal an All Kickin’ Garlic delight! Our whole fresh garlic
cloves are pickled with whole habañero peppers lurking at the bottom for
that extra kick! Guaranteed to ward off unwanted romance and the neighborhood vampire. 5 oz., $6.99
HABANERO STUFFED OLIVES FROM HELL®
Martinis were never so potent, relishes never so good and different. Each
queen olive is stuffed with a chunk of habañero pepper! 5 oz., $7.99
ASS KICKIN TOMATO & ROASTED GARLIC SALAD DRESSING
A french style dressing; in a tomato base with chunks of tomato and a rich
roasted garlic flavor; it is great on salads, in rice dishes or as a taco sauce.
12 oz., $6.99
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Terra Cotta On Red Chile Ceramic

Wine
Holder
$29.99

1) Lg. Canister, $49.99; 2) Med. Canister, $44.99; 3) Sm. Canister, $39.99; 4) Lg. Chip, $37.99; 5) Med. Chip,
$31.99; 6) Sm. Chip, $24.99; 7) Candy Dish, $21.99; 8) Lg. Burner Cover, $31.99; 9) Sm. Burner Cover, $25.99;
10) Tea Pot, $34.99; 11) Utensil Holder, $27.99; 12) Sugar Bowl, $14.99; 13) Creamer, $13.99; 14) Double
Salsa Bowl, $24.99; 15) Sm. Salsa Bowl, $13.99; 16) Lg. Octagon Bowl, $25.99; 17) Sm. Octagon Bowl, $16.99;
18) Wind Chime, $18.99; 19) Lg. Spoon Rest, $14.99; 20) Sm. Spoon Rest, $10.99, 21) Lg. Plate, $13.99; 22)
Sm. Plate, $8.99; 23) Tortilla Warmer, $35.99; 24) Bird Feeder, $15.99; 25) Standing Salt/Pepper, $13.99; 26)
Flat Salt/Pepper, $13.99; 27) Butter & Cracker Dish, $25.99; 28) Soap Dispenser, $18.99; 29) Towel Holder,
$10.99; 30) Platter, $27.99; 31) Flat Napkin Ring, $6.99; 32) Curl Chile Napkin Ring, $6.99; 33) Soap Dish,
$14.99; 34) Lg. Ladle $4.99; 35) Sm. Ladle, $2.99; 36) Chile Magnet, $4.99; 37) Toothpick Holder, $6.99; 38)
Napkin Holder Octagon, $21.99; 39) Napkin Holder, $21.99; 40) Chile Light $35.99; 41) Night Light, $14.99;
42) Butter Fancy, $25.99; 43) Butter Dish, $19.99; 44) Circle Ring Box, $8.99; 45) Square Ring Box, $8.99; 46)
Recipe Card Holder, $10.99; 47) Card Holder, $10.99; 48) Brillo Pad, $10.99; 49) Soup Bowl, $16.99; 50) Chile
Cup, $10.99, 51) Chile Taco Holder, $27.99; 52) Octagon Taco Holder, $19.99

Bottle & Glass
Holder
$22.99

Red Chiles
On
White Ceramic

Caliente
3-piece Canister Set
Lg. 9” H - 3.25 qt.
Med. 8” H - 2.25 qt.
Sm. 6” H - 1.25 qt.
Includes gasket seals
$79.99

Tortilla Warmer
18” Diameter
$29.99

Chip & Dip Bowl
$29.99

4-piece Mug set
16 oz. $29.99

Napkin Holder w/
Salt & Pepper
3 piece set
S&P - 4.5” H
Holder - 4.5” H
$29.99

Square Dinner Plates
4 piece set 11”X 11”
$45.99
Square Dessert/Salad Plates
4 piece set 8.5”X 8.5”
$29.99
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Tortilla Warmer
$25.99
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Salsa Bowl
$18.99

Oval Chip & Dip
17.5” L X 13.75” W
Removable dip
bowl/Double dip
$45.99
Biscuit Jar
12.5” H - 5.25 qt.
Includes Gasket Seal
$45.99
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Phone, Mail, Internet or Fax Orders

Ordered By

Date:_________________________

325 Eubank NE
Albuquerque, NM 87123
505-237-9070
505-237-8182 (fax)
info@chileaddictstore.com
www.chileaddictstore.com

Minimum Order: $20.00

Order Number:___________________

Name__________________________________________________________________
Phone__________________________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________________________
City_______________________________State____________Zip_________________
E-Mail_________________________________________________________________
Check Here If “Ship To” and “Ordered By” Address Are The Same
Quantity
Description
Price
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

All orders are shipped promptly via UPS ground service, except where
noted, to all continental USA street addresses. A street address must be
furnished as UPS does not deliver to PO Boxes, APO’s or EPO’s. Shipments to Alaska and Hawaii will be shipped UPS 2nd day air service
except when next day delivery is required for frozen shipments. All frozen food orders, regardless of destination, will be shipped by UPS 2nd
day air. Please plan to have someone available or make arrangements to
receive fresh green chile or frozen food shipments on the day of delivery,
as we cannot be responsible for un-received shipments that spoil.

Merchandise Sub-Total ________
NM Delivery only add 5.8125% Sales Tax ________
Total Delivery Charges (from chart below) ________
UPS 2nd Day Air Add $20.00 ________
Hawaii or Alaska Via UPS Add $20.00 ________
TOTAL ________

Ship To #2

Ship To #1

Name____________________________________________________
Phone____________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________
City_______________________State______Zip_________________
Gift Card Message_________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Name____________________________________________________
Phone____________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________
City_______________________State______Zip_________________
Gift Card Message_________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Quantity
Description
Price
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________ ________

1. Write the quantity and a short description of each item to be ordered.
Merchandise Sub-Total ________
Use additional sheet of paper if necessary.
NM Delivery only add 5.8125% Sales Tax ________
2. Then calculate the price for each line by multiplying the price times the
quantity for each item.
Total Delivery Charges (from chart below) ________
3. Add all the amounts to get the subtotal.
UPS 2nd Day Air Add $20.00 ________
4. Compare the subtotal with the amounts on the left in the Standard Delivery
Charges box and enter the corresponding shipping charge on the right. (Do not figure
Hawaii or Alaska Via UPS Add $20.00 ________
shipping on fresh green chile, ristras, or frozen food items as they are prepaid.) (All
shipments to Alaska and Hawaii require an additional $20.00 fee.)
TOTAL ________
5. If you are a resident of New Mexico or this order is to be shipped to a
New Mexico address, please add 5.8125% sales tax.
GRAND TOTAL
.
6. Add the subtotal, shipping, and tax. Please remit
this amount or submit you credit card information
Note: Personal checks, Money Orders, and Credit Cards accepted!
with this order.
7. If you need extra catalogs, just make a note on order form.

Method Of Payment

Standard Delivery Charges

Merchandise Total
Add
$20.00- $24.99
$10.00
$25.00- $39.99
$12.00
$40.00- $64.99
$14.00
$65.00- $79.99
$16.00
$80.00- $99.99
$20.00
$100.00- $120.00
$25.00
Call for shipping on larger orders.

Check or Money Order made out to : The Chile Addict
Charge to my:
Mastercard
Visa
AMEX
Discover

Account #_________________________________
Exp. Date_________________________________
Signature__________________________________
-- Prices subject to change without notice. -For additional orders, please check box and print on separate sheet of paper.

PRESORTED
STANDARD
US POSTAGE
PAID
ALB NM
PERMIT #437

Chile Addict Info
How To Order
There are five ways to order:

Online Ordering: Order directly from the product pages inside our Internet
Store in just two easy steps! Our site uses a security protocol (SSL) which is
now being used by several browsers throughout the Internet. This secure
systems totals your order, including shipping and applicable taxes.
By phone: (505) 237-9070; Monday - Saturday, 9 AM - 7 PM, Mtn. Time
By fax: (505) 237-8182. A Printable Order Form is available on-line.
By mail: Chile Addict 325 Eubank NE, Albuquerque, NM 87123 U.S.A.
By internet: http://www.chileaddictstore.com
By E-mail: info@chileaddictstore.com

The Chile Add ict
325 Eubank Blvd. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87123

Red Chile
Wreath
175 Lights - 15” Round

$79.99

Lighted
Chile Ristras

35 Lights. Available in Red (#53)
Red/Yellow/Green, (#53FH)
Red/Yellow/Purple, (#53PL)
Pearlized Red/White/Blue (#53TX)
Green (#53G)
Yellow/Green/Purple (#53MG)

$18.99

Gift Certificates Are Available!!!
$25, $50, $75, $100, and up!

The Chile Addict

325 Eubank NE
Albuquerque, NM 87123
505-237-9070
505-237-8182 (fax)
info@chileaddictstore.com
www.chileaddictstore.com

